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ABSTRACT
Niffenegger, Robert J. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Experiments with Syn-
thetic Spin-Orbit Coupling and Spin Transport in Bose Einstein Condensates . Major
Professor: Yong P. Chen.
In this thesis I will describe my experiments to study spin transport of spin Bose
Einstein Condensates (BECs) with synthetic spin-orbit coupling. First I will de-
scribe procedures used to reproduce previous experiments with synthetic gauge fields
in Bose-Einstein Condensates, from constant vector potentials to synthetic electric
fields and synthetic spin-orbit coupling as well as all of the necessary calibration ex-
periments. Next I will describe new experiments measuring spin transport induced by
synthetic spin-dependent electric fields in spin-orbit coupled Bose-Einstein Conden-
sates (BECs). The one dimensional (1D) spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is created with
counter propagating Raman lasers which couple hyperfine sub-levels and momentum
states of 87Rb, allowing us to engineer spin dependent vector potentials. Quickly
lowering the Raman laser intensity, decreases the spin-orbit Raman coupling strength
(Ω), separates the spin vector potentials and applies opposite synthetic electric fields
to the two dressed spin BECs. We allow them to oscillate in opposite directions
within the optical trap (exhibiting a spin dipole mode) and measure the time evolu-
tion of their momentum and density after time-of-flight (TOF). The damping of the
oscillations as the spin BECs collide is found to drastically increase for larger final
Raman coupling. Over longer time scales, the bare spins’ oscillations damp and ther-
malize. However, with Raman coupling, dressed spins’ oscillations are overdamped
and accompanied by rich excitations in the BEC but less thermalization.
1
1. Introduction
“You don’t know who he was? Half the particles in the universe obey him!”
– in reference to Satyendra Nath Bose
The interaction of light and matter is a fundamental field of physics with many
applications [1]. Its importance is demonstrated by the numerous Nobel prizes in
physics awarded for Atomic, Molecular and Optical (AMO) physics in recent years:
laser cooling in 1997, Bose Einstein condensation in 2001, frequency combs and quan-
tum theory of light in 2005, fiber optics and CCDs in 2009, and quantum optics in
2012.
Much of this success was built upon the rapid development of laser technology [2,3]
during the 1960’s, which itself built upon the development of masers. Lasers provided
a coherent source of light with which it was possible to study the coherent interactions
of light and matter and eventually allowed the development of many techniques for
coherent preparation, control and measurement of the quantum electronic states of
atoms. One of the initial steps towards this development was made in 1972, when
Mollow calculated the triplet absorption spectra of a weak probe signal by a two level
atom dressed by a strong pump field near resonance [4, 5]. This led to many exper-
iments of pump probe spectroscopy [6] and the realization that multi-level dressed
state models were required to describe the interaction of atoms dressed by light.
Even though lasers provided a very precise coherent light source, study of coherent
light and matter interactions remained limited by atomic decoherence from thermal
motion through inhomogeneities, diffusion and collisions. Necessity led to proposals
to use laser control of the external atomic degrees of freedom to laser cool and trap
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atoms [7]. This was experimentally realized by a Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) in
1987 [8] and allowed billions of atoms to be cooled to micro-Kelvin temperatures. By
the 1990’s many methods of coherent quantum control had been developed such as
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [9].
While laser cooling was a major improvement, atomic coherence remained limited
by thermal effects. Laser cooling was still limited to micro-Kelvin temperatures by
the recoil energy left in atoms after spontaneous emission. The first proposal to over-
come this limit [10] in 1986, suggested evaporatively cooling Hydrogen atoms within
magnetic traps by applying RF radiation which would flip the atomic spin of hot
atoms near the edge of the trap and eject them. The remaining atoms would rether-
malize via collisions, eventually cooling the atoms to quantum degeneracy. Although
not successful for Hydrogen, the combination of evaporative cooling with laser cooling
was eventually used to successfully cool dilute gases of alkali atoms and create Bose
Einstein Condensates in 1995. Three main groups led this breakthrough with the
first achieved BEC of 87Rb by Eric Cornell & Carl Wieman’s team at JILA [11], fol-
lowed by the condensation of 23Na by the team led by Wolfgang Ketterle at MIT [12]
and the confirmed condensation of the unstable isotope of 7Li by Randy Hulet at
Rice University [13]. These experiments were the heralds of a golden age for Atomic,
Molecular and Optical Physics.
1.1 Bose Einstein Condensates
Bose Einstein Condensates (BECs) [14] are an extremely versatile macroscopic
quantum object [15]. Part of this comes from the versatility of the lasers and their
power to control the atoms, but another comes from their unique ability to be exam-
ined in both real space as well as momentum space after time of flight. Few (if any)
other areas of physics have this combined power of control and multiple measurement
methods allowed by BECs [16], even though many BEC properties are very similar
to other interesting macroscopic quantum phenomena such as superfluidity [17–19]
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and superconductivity [20]. Which begs the question, can other systems be studied
using BECs? Yes, and initial experiments took advantage of these obvious physical
analogs. However, the low hanging fruit has been picked and more creative strategies
have just recently expanded our quantum simulation possibilities.
BECs begin to form when the temperature of a bosonic atomic cloud is low enough
that each atom’s thermal de Broglie wavelengths (λdB =
√
2π~2/mkBT ) begin to
overlap and interact. A metric of this ‘overlap’ of each atom’s wavefunction is the
phase space density of the atoms, ρ = nλ3dB, where n is the density of the atoms and
λ3dB is the cubic volume of the atomic wavefunction. Further cooling of the atoms
increases the density and the interactions until the atoms reach a critical phase space
density of ρ ≈ 2.6. At this point Bosonic stimulation [21] allows a quantum phase
transition to a coherent Bose Einstein condensate [22]. BECs studied in this work
typically have densities of 1014cm−3 and temperatures of 100nK. In a BEC, many
atoms occupy the same quantum mechanical ground state of the confining potential
creating a macroscopic quantum wavefunction. The mean occupation number of a





Where εi is the energy of a single particle state, µ is the chemical potential (the
energy required to remove or add a particle from the system), kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. At high temperatures the Bose distribution re-
turns to the classical Boltzmann distribution n(εi) ' e(εi−µ)/kBT , but at low tempera-
tures the quantum effects of multiple bosons occupying the quantum ground state are
important. This many-body ground state has properties similar to superfluids and
superconductors and it is described by a nonlinear Schrödinger equation modified by
the inclusion of interactions, called the Gross - Pitaevskii equation (GPE) [23].
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Initial BEC experiments studied the properties of coherent matter waves by using
the external trapping potential to interfere condensate wavefunctions together (mea-
suring their relative phase) [24] and to excite collective modes of the BEC within the
external potentials [25,26]. Once the properties of bare trapped BECs were measured,
two major modifications allowed new physics to be explored, the addition of optical
lattices and Feshbach resonances. Each dramatically changes the BECs behavior yet
they are described by Hamiltonians which are simple and familiar in other areas of
physics.
1.2.1 Optical Potentials
The potential energy term in the GPE, Uext(r), can be modified by the application
of forces from electromagnetic fields. For instance, optical standing waves create
optical lattices (1D, 2D and 3D) [27]. They can change the dimensionality of system
and create strong periodic confinement. This allowed study of the Bose-Hubbard
Model [28], the boson version of the Fermi Hubbard model which is important for
understanding the high temperature superconductivity of fermions and allowed the
observation of the Mott-insulator/superfluid transition [29] by tuning the depth of the
confinement potential energy (and tunneling probability between neighboring optical
lattice sites) relative to the on-site atom-atom interactions. This in turn led to many
more experiments measuring new many-body ground states of atoms within optical
lattices and the quantum phase transitions between them.
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1.2.2 Feshbach resonances
The interaction term of the GPE, 4π~
2a
m
|Ψ|2, has also been modified through Fes-
hbach resonances [30–32]. A Feshbach resonance occurs when applied external mag-
netic fields shift the energy of free unbound atomic states and molecular bound states
into resonance. If the magnetic field is swept across this resonance adiabatically,
atoms will seek the lowest energy state allowing the rapid and coherent creation of
molecules from free atoms and back again by sweeping across the resonance slowly.
Near Feshbach resonances interatomic interactions are increased as free atomic states
become dressed states with a combined molecular character. As the magnetic field is
brought closer to the resonance atoms act more and more like the strongly interacting
atoms within a molecular state. This control of atom interactions has enabled the
study of BCS-BEC crossover theory with ultracold fermi gases [33] and allowed exper-
iments to probe the quantum limit of strong interactions [34], in the unitary regime,
by sweeping to resonance quickly. Another interesting application of Feschbach res-
onances is the ability to create BECs of molecules made from atomic fermions [35].
The constituent fermionic atoms are unable to condense into a BEC themselves but
when they are paired in a molecule their 1/2 spin becomes 1, giving them a bosonic
character and allowing condensation.
1.2.3 Rotation
And finally we come to the kinetic energy term of the GPE, −~2∇2
2m
. The modifi-
cation of the kinetic energy can be achieved through the addition and control of the
nontrivial vector potential. This was first achieved through rotation of the system and
a transformation to a rotating reference frame. If the system is rotating with an angu-
lar velocity Ωrot = Ωrotez the Hamiltonian transforms [36,37] to Hrot =H−Ωrot ·L

























This rotation creates an effective Lorentz force on the atoms. If an atom is moving
with velocity v within the rotating frame it will experience a Coriolis force FC ∼
v ×Ωrot which (with the appropriate proportionality constants) is equivalent to the
perpendicular Lorentz force, FL ∼ v ×B, felt by a charged particle with velocity v
in a magnetic field B = 2mΩrotez.
One signature of rotation in a superfluid (and magnetic fields in type II supercon-
ductors) is the formation of quantized vortices [38]. The first cold atom experiment to
create vortices used microwave transitions to coherently imprint angular momentum
states of the external trap into the BEC [39]. Vortices were also be created by using a
laser(s) [40,41] or asymmetric magnetic trap [42] to ‘stir’ BECs above a critical veloc-
ity and these vortices can form vortex lattices if they are allowed to equilibriate [43].
The ability to nucleate these vortices led to studies of superfluid irrotational flow and
vortice formation/dynamics [44], similar to studies of liquid Helium and the behavior
of type II superconductors under applied magnetic fields.
1.2.4 Quantum Simulation
All of these methods of modifying the Hamiltonian of ultracold atom systems have
allowed experiments to demonstrate quantum ‘simulation’ of many familiar condensed
matter quantum systems with parameters and precision often inaccessible in their
original contexts [16]. Quantum simulation also holds promise to create entirely new
quantum states of matter and new tools to control quantum systems. Fundamentally
there are many flexibilities in these synthetic systems and they may enable studies of
physics impossible or difficult otherwise, such as the creation of non-Abelian statistics
[45] and Majorana fermions [46]. Although many condensed matter systems can be
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simulated by ultracold atoms, quantum Hall [47] effects remain difficult to simulate
so far. This is because rotation as a means of generating synthetic magnetic fields is
fundamentally limited by the centrifugal forces that accompany the transformation




y2) from eqn.(1.4). We can see that as Ωrot approaches ω⊥ the system becomes
unstable as the confinement becomes weaker and weaker, eventually destroying the
BEC. This centrifugal limit has ultimately held back exploration of Lowest Landau
level (LLL) physics of quantum Hall systems using ultracold atoms. Even the best
experiments [48,49] have only just been able to reach this highly coveted regime using
‘spin-up’ tricks during evaporation and rotational ‘evaporation’ to redistribute and
increase the angular momentum per particle. At this point conventional wisdom is
that rotating ultracold gases can not create enough synthetic magnetic flux (relative
to experimental atomic densities) to reach the filling factors ν required for highly
correlated quantum Hall effects [44], an alternative strategy is required.
1.3 Synthetic Gauge Fields
A breakthrough came when a team at NIST led by Ian Spielman, proposed and
created synthetic gauge fields in BECs [50, 51] using Raman transition based spin-
momentum couplings first described by J. Higbie & D. Stamper-Kurn [52] (Fig. 1.1).
Synthetic gauge fields couple an atoms internal degree of freedom (spin) with an
external degree of freedom (momentum), and use external control of the spin state to
control the dressed quasimomentum energy minimum. This allows external control of
the kinetic energy term of the GPE without adding centrifugal forces. The addition
to the Hamiltonian has a form similar to the Hamiltonian describing an electron in






These synthetic vector potentials were spatially varied to create synthetic mag-
netic fields and in a smoking gun experiment generated superfluid vortices [53]. The
synthetic vector potentials were also dynamically controlled to generate synthetic
electric fields [54], measured by the dipole mode ‘sloshing’ oscillations of the BEC
within an external trap. The synthetic magnetic fields were also combined with pe-
riodic trap modulation to measure an analogous superfluid hall effect [55], measured
by the quadrapole excitation (periodic tilting) on top of a monopole breathing mode
excitation in the presence of the synthetic magnetic fields. The same Raman induced
spin and momentum coupling techniques were also used to create synthetic spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) in BECs [56] and fermions [57, 58]. Dynamics of SOC systems are









































Figure 1.1.: Raman Spin and Momentum Coupling. a, Raman beams counter-
propagating along ey with frequencies differing by 3.5MHz couple hyperfine sublevels
of 87Rb. An external magnetic field Zeeman splits the spins by ~ωZ ∼ h3.5 MHz
and brings them close to resonance with the Raman lasers. b, Raman coupling
level diagram of the hyperfine spin states and c, the linear momentum states. d,
Spin dependent magnetic fields created from spatially varying the Raman coupling
strength and spin dependent vector potentials.
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synthetic spin orbit coupling [62] was used to create spin-dependent synthetic vector
potentials allowing the observation of a spin Hall effect in BECs [63] and was also
used to simulate the relativistic zitterbewegung [64,65]. These experiments have dra-
matically increased the possible physics open for simulation with neutral ultracold
atoms.
1.4 Outline
In this this thesis I will describe how we create synthetic gauge fields and synthetic
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) with Raman spin and momentum coupling in 87Rb BECs.
I will also review experiments I performed to calibrate our system and benchmark
results against previously published work. I will then discuss new experiments which
use synthetic spin-dependent electric fields to study spin transport in BECs with and
without SOC. The main observation is that SOC dramatically enhances the damping
of BEC spin dipole modes (spin current).
First in Chapter 2 I will review some of the basics of laser cooling and other
methods required to create Bose Einstein condensates, detailing only aspects which
are unique to our apparatus (e.g. our 1550nm optical trap).
Chapter 3 describes the experimental details of our Raman laser system and also
shows procedures for precise alignment of the Raman beams relative to the BEC which
is important for maximizing the laser power incident on the BEC and essential for
calculating the spin-dependent synthetic magnetic fields described later in Chapter
8.
Then Chapter 4 starts building up the spin-momentum Raman coupled Hamil-
tonian piece-by-piece. First with basic spin coupling using RF magnetic fields, then
adding optical lattice momentum coupling and finally combining them using optical
Raman spin and momentum coupling. The derivations of the Hamiltonians can be
done from the perspective of the atomic polarizability or a more quantum Raman
method, both are equivalent.
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Chapter 5 goes through some basic experiments, like calibration of the Raman
coupling strength using Raman Rabi Oscillations, zitterbewegung and spin momen-
tum locking during freefall.
Chapter 6 outlines the experimental procedures for measuring constant synthetic
vector potentials and synthetic spin dependent vector potentials from SOC. It also
shows the crossover from slow adiabatic loading of atoms into constant vector poten-
tials to the fast regime of synthetic electric fields.
Chapter 7 is the main chapter of the thesis, describing spin transport measure-
ments in the presence of synthetic spin-orbit coupling. It includes the detailed pro-
cedure to create spin dependent synthetic electric fields and results measuring the
spin current with and without synthetic SOC. We found that the spin current is dra-
matically damped in the presence of SOC without significant thermalization. Our
collaborators at the University of Texas Dallas, Chunlei Qu and Professor Chaunwei
Zhang provided simulations of the GPE which are included and compared to my
experimental results, showing good agreement.
Chapter 8 continues into showing the spin transport of BECs in strong SOC near
the double minima-to-single minimum transition.
Finally Chapter 9 outlines experimental procedures and measurements of synthetic
magnetic fields and spin-dependent synthetic magnetic fields using the shear and tilt
of the BEC in TOF.
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2. Laser Cooling and Experimental Methods
“I think you’re big enough to go to the library and look it up in books.”
– Gabriele F. Giuliani
The creation of a Bose Einstein condensate (BEC) involves many precisely timed
and optimized cooling stages. It begins with laser cooling and trapping atoms in
a magneto-optical-trap (MOT) and finishes with the forced evaporation to a BEC
within a far off resonance trap (FORT). Experiments with BECs are challenging
and intricate. Yet, they have become much easier since their discovery, as more
detailed theses have been published, and more equipment such as lasers and control
electronics have become commercially available. In this chapter I only wish to explain
in detail the additions to this common knowledge that are unique to our experiment.
Information about experimental designs beyond BEC creation (such as our Raman
laser system) are in the next chapter.
Construction of the apparatus was started by postdoc Ping Wang and graduate
student Qianli Ma in 2008. They completed the vacuum systems, dual MOT and
initial FORT setup. I joined the lab in 2010 and with my labmate Abraham Olson we
made our first BECs in 2011. More details about our BEC apparatus and procedures
can be found in our paper on evaporative cooling [66] and in Abraham’s PhD thesis.
Many references have been vital to our efforts of achieving BEC including the books
by: Metcalf [67], Pethick & Smith [68], and Pitaevskii & Stringari [69]. A special
reference for me was also the extensive notes on Rubidium and Quantum Optics
provided by Daniel Steck [70] for free on his website. We also referenced some of the
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Figure 2.1.: Picture of the optics for the MOT and FORT beams on the ‘science’ side
of the optical table
many excellent theses, which describe a variety of BEC machines in detail, including
those written by Christopher Myatt [71] and Aidan Arnold [72].
All of our experiments start with room-temperature 87Rb atoms at very low pres-
sures 10−6 torr. Laser cooling and trapping the atoms in a magneto-optical-trap
(MOT) allows us to decrease their temperature to microKelvins while dramatically
increasing their density. Finally loading them into a far-off-resonance optical dipole
trap (FORT) allows us to evaporatively cool them (by lowering the trap depth) down
to nanoKelvin temperatures and increase their density until the atoms condense into
a Bose Einstein condensate.
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2.1 Doppler cooling
The initial capture of thermal atoms requires quickly cooling them so that they
can be held by the Magneto-Optical-Traps, Fig.2.3. The basic idea of laser cooling
is that radiation pressure can be used to slow atoms down, removing their kinetic
energy and thus lowering their temperature. This is possible because the atomic
absorption of light is velocity dependent through the Doppler effect. When an atom
is moving it’s electronic transitions are shifted by the kinetic energy of the atom’s
velocity. Therefore if a narrow linewidth laser has its frequency set to resonance to
an atomic transition when the atom is at rest, when the atom is moving it will be
detuned from resonance. For cooling purposes we need atoms that are moving against
the direction of photons to have strong absorption and scattering, while atoms moving
with the photons to have very weak absorption. So the laser frequency is lowered,
setting its energy below the energy of the atomic transition, making the laser ‘red
detuned’. Then atoms moving towards the lasers are shifted toward resonance and
have stronger scattering, while atoms moving away from the lasers are shifted farther
red-detuned from resonance and have very weak absorption. The radiation pressure
from momentum transfer during scattering slows the atoms in the direction they are
moving towards the laser beam and is referred to as 1-D optical molasses. For 87Rb
the D2 transition is at a wavelength of 780.24nm.
2.1.1 Repumping
Laser cooling requires scattering many photons to apply sufficient radiation pres-
sure to the atoms to slow and cool them down, so the laser wavelength must be
near to a atomic closed ‘cycling’ transition, such as the D2 transition between the
F = 2→ F ′ = 3 states of alkali-metal atoms, Fig.2.2.
The repump laser is required to keep atoms within the closed cycling transitions
































Figure 2.2.: Electronic energy levels of 87Rb used for laser cooling and trapping
from (5S1/2, F = 2) to (5P3/2, F = 3), but the finite linewidth of the cooling lasers
allows atoms to excite to the (5P3/2, F = 2) state which has a small probability of
decaying to a dark state (5S1/2, F = 1) which is no longer cooled. These atoms must
be ‘repumped’ back into the closed cycling transition by exciting them from this dark
state to the (5P3/2, F = 2) state, after-which they decay with high probability back























Figure 2.3.: Magneto-Optical Trap Diagram. A basic MOT consists of an anti-
Helmholtz pair of magnetic field coils and three pairs of counter-propagating lasers
(one for each direction). Laser cooling uses radiation pressure to cool atoms through
velocity dependent absorption. Atoms are Doppler shifted into resonance if they are
moving in the opposite direction as the light, causing them to scatter more strongly
and slow down. The quadrupole magnetic field applies spatially dependent Zeeman
shifts to the internal hyperfine spin states of the atoms. The cooling lasers therefore
create position and state dependent radiation pressure, trapping and sub-Doppler
cooling the atoms.
To cool atoms in all directions, MOTs use 3 pairs of counter-propagating laser
beams, one pair for each direction creating a 3D optical molasses. All lasers are
red detuned and each counter-propagating pair has opposite circular polarizations,
Fig.2.3. MOTs take the principle of laser cooling further by using magnetic field gra-
dients to create spatially dependent light forces which trap atoms. Whereas Doppler
cooling used velocity dependent absorption to cool the atoms, MOTs use position
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dependent absorption to trap atoms. Since their demonstration in 1987 [8] MOTs
have become ubiquitous in cold atom experiments. A basic MOT consists of an anti-
Helmholtz pair of magnetic field coils and three pairs of counter-propagating laser
beams (one for each direction) with opposite circular polarizations, Fig. 2.3. The
quadrupole magnetic field applies spatially dependent Zeeman shifts to the internal
hyperfine spin states of the atoms. The counter-propagating laser beams are detuned
below resonance similar to Doppler cooling, however the spatially dependent Zeeman
shifts bring one of the spin states of the atoms into resonance as they move away from
the center of the MOT (where the magnetic field was zero). However, only one of the
counter propagating laser beams has the proper polarization to absorb with the atom
in the spin state brought into resonance by the spatially dependent Zeeman shift, the
laser beam directed toward the center of the MOT. This means that as atoms move
away from the center of the MOT they are more likely to absorb a photon from the
laser beams bringing them back toward the center, trapping the atoms.
2.2.1 Sub-Doppler cooling




= 146µK. This limit is set by the competition between the rates
of spontaneous emission, Γ (the natural linewidth of the atomic transition), and the
absorption of the cooling light when it is detuned by the natural linewidth (∆ = Γ)
from the transition.
Another fundamental limit arises from the recoil of spontaneously emitted pho-
tons. This spontaneous emission ‘heats’ atoms from the recoil and conservation of
momentum as photons are emitted in random directions. The recoil temperature is




MOTs can reach these sub-Doppler temperatures through polarization gradient cool-
ing (PGC). PGC occurs when the the counter-propagating MOT beams have opposite
circular polarizations σ⊥σ and setup an optical standing wave with rotating linear
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polarization. Atoms moving within this standing wave experience spatially dependent
light shifts to their internal spin state energies. The atoms try to occupy the lowest
energy state as they move through the standing wave but if they are moving quickly
they are not able to follow the standing wave adiabatically and can have their energy
in the higher energy spin state. If their internal state is in this locally higher energy
state they are shifted closer to resonance with the light and more likely to undergo
a scattering event. The local spin state and light polarization also control whether
these transitions are allowed due to the conservation of angular momentum.
2.2.2 Dual MOT and Vacuum System
Although it is possible to use a single MOT for laser cooling to BEC, we use a
dual-MOT setup (Fig.2.4) to increase efficiency and rate of BEC production. Part
of the reason also stems from the fact that our final stage of BEC creation requires
evaporating atoms within an optical trap. This evaporation process takes time and
requires that the lifetime of atoms within the trap is longer than 10s in our case.
Therefore the trap and atoms must be within an ultra low vacuum so that collisions
with the background gas are very rare. The catch is that if there are few atoms in
the background gas, then the first stage of BEC creation, loading into the MOT from
that background, is very slow. This means that the repetition rate of BEC creation
would be very slow. To achieve low pressure for high lifetimes and high pressure
for fast loading simultaneously we implement a now common dual-MOT setup, see
Figure 2.4.
A collection MOT is kept at higher pressure, 10−6 torr so that it loads quickly
and is fed indirectly (not line-of-sight) by a rubidium dispenser. The second ‘science’
MOT is connected by a small copper feed-through tube and continuously pumped to
lower pressure (< 10−9 torr) by an Ion pump (40L/s). The science MOT is loaded by
‘pushing’ atoms from the collection MOT with pulses of resonant light. The atoms are
caught and recooled by the science MOT and the process repeats until enough atoms
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4.: a, Schematic of vacuum system. b, Picture of the optical table with just
the vacuum system. We use a dual-MOT setup with different pressures for each MOT.
The initial ‘collection’ MOT is in the high pressure rectangular cell on the far/right
side with our ‘science’ MOT in the low pressure octagonal cell on the near/left side.
The two sides are separated by a narrow copper pressure differential tube. Separate
ion pumps are connected to each side with an additional TSP on the low pressure
‘science’ side.
have been loaded into the science MOT (∼ 108) to transfer to the optical trap for final
evaporation. The glass cells for both MOTs are from Techglass. The collection cell is a
rectangular quartz glass cell, with anti-reflection (AR) coating for 780nm. The science
cell is a quartz octagonal BEC cell, AR coated for 780nm and 1550nm (Fig.2.4). The
pressure of the science cell is lowered further using a titanium sublimation pump
(TSP), which we run about every other week (50A, 3min) as needed. We didn’t need
to use the TSP until the high pressure side’s ion pump broke in the fall of 2013.
Luckily with the TSP and ion pump on the low pressure side still functioning, the
experiment proceeded.
The current controllers for the MOT coils need have filters to control fluctuations
and noise in the applied magnetic fields without compromising their slew rate which
is important for our compression-MOT (CMOT) stage as well as quick turn off for
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Figure 2.5.: Picture of FORT a, Picture of the quartz ‘science’ cell showing the
crossing FORT beams, one wide and one narrow. b, Close up of the MOT fluorescence
with Guppy camera. c, Fluorescent image of MOT falling and transfer to FORT
beams.
efficient transfer of atoms to the FORT. One trick to remove turn off overshoot (which
slows the MOT turn on) is to add a Landau-Zener diode to the negative feedback
loop of the servo. The use of these optimized control circuits allowed us to add a
quick CMOT and molasses stage to our cooling procedure as well as load 10 times
more atoms in our MOTs.
2.3 Lasers
2.3.1 Optical Dipole Trap - 1550nm
Cooling to quantum degeneracy is not possible with laser cooling alone (except
when combined with a dark state trap). Therefore, the next stage during BEC pro-
duction requires transferring atoms to another trap which can be used for evaporative
cooling. We do all optical evaporation using a 1550nm 50W erbium fiber laser, IPG
Photonics (ELR-50-1550-LP-SF) for our far off resonance optical dipole Trap (FORT).
We point out that 1550nm is not an ideal wavelength for trapping 87Rb because it
is near an optical transition at 1529nm from 5P3/2 to 4D3/2,5/2. This shifts the excited


















a Magneto-Optical Trap b Crossed Optical Trap c Atoms after short evaporation
Figure 2.6.: Transferring Atoms from MOT to FORT. a, Atoms trapped in the
MOT at the beginning of transfer to the smaller FORT cutting into the cloud hori-
zontally. b, After transfer to the FORT, atoms are still very hot and extend beyond
the crossing of the FORT beams (the dense central region). c, After a short hold in
the FORT the atoms have cooled through free evaporation and rethermalization.
effectively shifting our red detuned cooling light into blue detuned ‘heating’ light.
This initially greatly hindered our attempts to transfer atoms into our 1550nm crossed
beam FORT. Another group has also dealt with this challenge [73] and we have
implemented similar workarounds [66].
Loading atoms from the science MOT into our crossed FORT takes place after the
Doppler cooling stages are complete, which are optimized for maximum atom number
and density and minimum temperature. A simple loading procedure would be to ramp
on our FORT slowly. Our current FORT setup consists of three crossed beams, two
crossed ‘wide’ beams (100µm, 1/e2 width) and one ‘narrow’ beam (22µm, 1/e2 width).
Usually the addition of a FORT applies forces to the atoms in the MOT and heats
them up, but the MOT is still able to cool them while both are on simultaneously.
However, if we left the MOT on while the FORT shifts the excited state 5P3/2, the
cooling lasers would heat the atoms. To overcome the down shift of the excited state
5P3/2, we detune the cooling light even further (-200MHz) to regain red detuning
and cooling power within the wide beam (100µm) of our 1550nm trap. We do not
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shift our repump laser however, which helps create a spatial ‘dark MOT’ within the
crossed region of our narrow beam [73].
To further improve loading we use a dynamic sequence which starts with a CMOT
stage where the magnetic field gradient of the MOT is increased quickly to compress
the atoms to higher density. Next we pulse an optical molasses of far detuned cooling
light on for 1ms. In the last transfer stage, the cooling light is detuned -200MHz,
the repump laser intensity is lowered (to improve the spatial dark MOT), the wide
FORT beams are turned on and the narrow FORT beam is ramped on in 50ms. After
another 50ms of free evaporation while holding the FORT at max power, about 106
atoms remain in the trap near 10uK, ready to begin forced evaporation.
However, even with the complicated loading stages described above, we have rela-
tively few atoms to begin our evaporation compared to other experiments. Therefore
we try to maximize our evaporation efficiency [66], by adapting and extending a tech-
nique described by Clement et al [73] in which they deliberately misaligned their
crossed FORT beams vertically from each other. Strong confinement in all direc-
tions is important for quick thermalization during evaporation which requires cross-
ing the FORT beams, but they do not have to be the same size or exactly aligned
to each others center. Misaligning the two different sized beams (100µm and 22 µm)
slightly allows the larger FORT beam to ‘tilt’ the potential of the atoms within the
smaller crossed region, lowering one side of its potential without compromising the
high trapping frequency and quick rethermalization time during the evaporation. We
further optimize the efficiency of our evaporative cooling with the help of a numer-
ical model [66]. This results in very efficient evaporation and achieving BECs even
starting with much fewer than a million atoms in the optical trap before evaporation.
2.3.2 Repump locking circuit
High intensity stability of the repump laser is usually not critical for making BECs
but the complications during our 1550nm ‘dark MOT’ transfer make the repump laser
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stability more important, because we implement a spatial dark MOT. One design
which maybe useful to others doing laser cooling on a budget, is my one box repump
locking circuit (Fig.C.1). I redesigned and rebuilt our repump laser (Fig.C.3) as well as
its locking electronics (Fig.C.1) with help from Sourav Dutta and Dionysios Antypas.
The designs are straightforward but use a few circuits from the ‘Art of Electronics’
to combine everything into one box [74]. One key element is the combination of a
low noise instrument amplifier (AD630) [75] with an op-amp sine wave generator on
the same board which mix together to create a lock-in amplifier for the saturated
absorption spectrum. The circuit also includes a phase delay control which allows the
output error signal to be maximized.
2.3.3 Amplified double pass
To optimize our laser light power budget for optical cooling while still having the
capability to shift our cooling light by -200MHz (required by our 1550nm FORT), we
shift the light before amplification in a tapered amplifier (TA). This ‘daisy chained’
laser amplification requires more maintenance and day-to-day alignment of the am-
plifiers but doubles the available power to the MOTs.
An effective way to optimize the cat’s eye double pass alignment which seeds into
the amplifiers requires a signal generator. First the double pass must be initially
aligned for a single frequency in the middle of the bandwidth of the acoustic optical
modulator/deflector (AOM). Next a triangle wave is fed to the voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) which controls the radio frequency driving the AOM. Now the full
range of frequencies within the AOM bandwidth can be swept through as they seed
the amplifier. Then by monitoring the light after the amplifier and after a fiber with
a photodiode the seed alignment can be balanced and optimized over the entire AOM
bandwidth simultaneously. The ramp frequency can be relatively fast 100Hz and the
photodiode signal can be triggered directly to the ramp.
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Figure 2.7.: Seeding a tapered amplifier after a double-pass AOM. Laser
cooling light is first amplified by a homemade tapered amplifier and most of the light
is sent to the collection MOT. However, about 100mW (red) is sent through a double
pass AOM and then amplified again (purple) to power the science MOT as well as
the ‘push’ and ‘detection’ beams.
2.4 Basic BEC Experimental Procedure
All of the experiments follow a common method of BEC creation and similar
basic procedures on the BEC afterward. First a BEC of 2− 4× 104 atoms is created
in the crossed beam optical trap as described previously. During the evaporation
the hyperfine spin state of atoms in the BEC can be controlled by applying small
magnetic field offsets and gradients. The specific spin state is chosen to closely match
the desired final Raman dressed spin state. After the BEC is created in the optical
trap, a uniform magnetic field is ramped on in 200ms to ≈ 5 Gauss, which Zeeman
splits the hyperfine spin states by ≈ 3.5MHz. Then Raman beams (with frequencies
also separated by 3.5MHz) are turned on and interact with the BEC. The optical
trap is left on during this procedure (and during most experimental probing of the
BEC) and can be left on after the Raman beams are turned off. The Raman beams
can be pulsed on for Rabi oscillations or turned on adiabatically with respect to the
FORT trapping period to measure synthetic vector potentials. Further, they can be
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abruptly turned off after the adiabatic ramp to excite collective modes of the trap
for transport experiments. Finally the BEC is released from the optical trap and
free falls for 15ms time-of-flight (TOF). During TOF, the uniform magnetic field is
lowered and a magnetic field gradient is applied to Stern-Gerlach separate the spins.
After TOF absorption images are taken, automatically processed and saved. More
details of specific experimental procedures follow in later sections.
Figure 2.8.: BEC bimodal distribution. a Bose Einstein condensate absorption
image after 15ms TOF. b, Integrated density showing a bimodal fit to the condensate
fraction and the thermal background.
2.5 BEC Detection
2.5.1 Absorption Imaging
After creating the BEC an experiment is usually performed on the atoms in the
optical trap and then the trap is turned off, allowing the atoms to fall under gravity
and expand during time-of-flight (TOF). To detect the atoms we use standard ab-
sorption imaging techniques to measure atom number and position after 15ms TOF
(Fig.2.8). Three images are taken. The first image uses a ‘flash’ to see the atoms
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by pulsing a resonant laser and imaging the shadow on a CCD. Another image is
taken with just the laser pulse (but no atoms) and finally a background image (dark)
without the laser flash or atoms. The Optical Density (OD) is calculated from the dif-
ference of three absorption images using OD = ln(
Iflash−Idark
INoAtoms−Idark
). The atom number




pixelsOD(x, y). Where σ0 is the resonant absorption
cross section of the cycling transition (σ0 = 2.9× 10−9cm2).
2.5.2 Stern Gerlach separation
We also use Stern-Gerlach spin separation (SGS) to image different spin compo-
nents of the BEC after time-of-flight (TOF) (Fig.2.9). The applied magnetic field
gradient comes from the same coil as our MOT gradient. The direction of the gradi-
ent is controlled with tunable bias coils, used to balance the MOT and for Zeeman
splitting spins to Raman couple them. This is important, since the spin states need
to be measured (projected) onto the same spin quantization axis as they were creat-


















Figure 2.9.: Stern Gerlach spin separation in TOF. Combined images with
TOF increasing by 1ms between each showing atoms falling and Stern-Gerlach spin
separating from an applied magnetic field gradient.
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3. Raman Laser System
“If you’re getting A’s in your classes, you’re not spending enough time in the lab.”
– Eric Cornell
Now that the basic outline of BEC creation has been documented we can move
on to the implementation of Raman coupled synthetic gauge fields. In the rest of this
chapter I will describe the design of the Raman laser, the acoustic optical modula-
tors/deflectors which control the beams and finally the optics which focus them onto
the BEC as well as our method for fine alignment.
3.1 Raman laser
The Raman laser itself is a standard extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) very
similar to our repump laser. Originally the diode was low power <100mW and only
a few nm detuned from the D2 line. Recently we upgraded the diode and it now
matches the magic wavelength of 87Rb (λ = 790nm) and emits 300mW of bare diode
power. One important difference from the repump laser is that the Raman laser does
not need to be locked. This is because the Raman laser frequency is far detuned from
both the D1 and D atomic transitions. The Raman resonance is a two photon tran-
sition so therefore the difference (beat frequency) of the two frequencies (set by the
radio frequency of the AOM driving both beams) needs to be stable, not the carrier
frequency of both laser beams. However, they are still close enough that they cause
spontaneous scattering which decreases our BEC lifetime. Although frequency sta-
bility is not critical, intensity stability is very important, because it sets the stability
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Figure 3.1.: Picture of the Raman laser optical layout. An extended cavity
diode laser is sent through an AOM with two driving frequencies, which deflects two
laser beams at different frequencies and different angles. The two beams (red and
purple) separate after propagating for about a meter on the optical table before being
separated by a half mirror and fibered separately to the science side of the table and
eventually the BEC.
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of the dressed band structures created by the Raman coupling. Intensity fluctua-
tions near the frequencies of the optical trap (≈150Hz) or near the dressed band gap
energies (≈tens of kHz) will heat the BEC and destroy it.
To create two Raman beams from one laser we use an Acoustical Optical Mod-
ulator/deflector (AOM) which has two RF frequencies driving it (112.75MHz and
109.25MHz). This splits the laser into two first order diffracted/deflected beams with
optical frequencies differing by 3.5MHz and leaving the AOM at slightly different an-
gles. We let the beams propagate for about 1m then separate them by picking one off
with a half mirror. Then we fiber couple both to the science side of the optical table.
Each beam is about 17mW before the fiber and about 8mW reaches the science cell.
After the fiber two lenses increase the beam size before a final lens focuses the beams
to 30µm. Without the initial lenses which expand the beam the final lens would only
focus the beams to 100µm when they reach the BEC. This tight focus is important
to achieve large Raman coupling strengths with our low power lasers and it allows
us to have large spatial gradients of our Raman coupling which we can use to create
spin dependent magnetic fields.
One final and important note about the Raman laser is that the mode of the
laser is critical. As mentioned before, intensity stability is crucial to avoid heating
the BEC. Further, if the Raman laser is in a bad mode, sidebands near 3.5MHz
can interfere with the Raman resonance, effectively creating co-propagating Raman
resonance. This can also occur if the alignment of the Raman beams into the fibers
is poor as well (e.g. if one Raman beam leaks into the other beam’s fiber). Either
sidebands or poor alignment can allow spin transitions which do not recoil the atoms
and do not couple momentum. What’s worse is that these transitions are not detuned
by the kinetic energy of the recoils (two photon recoils = 4 Er). Therefore any ‘leaks’
are more strongly coupled than the desired counter-propagating resonance and can
















































Figure 3.2.: Raman laser beam path diagram. An extended cavity diode laser is
sent through an AOM with two driving frequencies, which deflects two laser beams at
different frequencies and different angles. The two beams (red and purple) separate
after propagating for about a meter on the optical table before being separated by a
half mirror and fibered separately to the science side of the table and eventually the
BEC. Raman laser setup showing the two beams fibered to the BEC.
It is best to monitor the Raman laser mode with a cavity and to scan the diffraction
grating feedback PZT of the extended cavity diode laser and compare how stable
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different modes are during large sweeps. Stable modes can be scanned over larger
ranges of PZT voltages (a few GHz) before mode hopping. It is also possible to
simply monitor the frequency stability with a wavemeter. We found that frequency
stability of 30MHz (the finest resolution of our wavemeter) signaled a ‘good’ mode.
The final way to check the mode, especially for sidebands, is with Raman Rabi
coupling, which will be described in section 4.6. Simply put, the atoms don’t lie.
During Raman Rabi oscillations there should only be specific spin and momentum
states coupled to, and the coherence time of the Raman Rabi oscillations should be
longer than several Raman Rabi periods. Anything deviating from this signals either
poor alignment into the fibers (i.e. a leak of one beam into the other fiber) or a bad
laser mode.
3.2 Magnetic field controller
Control [0.5V]Sense [5V] Gate [2V]
10ms 2.5ms
Control [0.5V]Sense [5V] Gate [5V]
25ms
Control [0.2V]Sense [0.5V] Gate [2V]
a Original Circuit b Overshooting c MOT
Figure 3.3.: MOT current controller and magnetic field response
Another custom built current controller that has been very important for our
experiments is the controller which powers the coils Zeeman splitting the hyperfine
spin states coupled by the Raman beams. This allows us to control the detuning
of the hyperfine spins with respect to the Raman beams by controlling the external
magnetic field. It is a current controller connected to a pair of magnetic field coils in
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Helmholtz configuration made of several turns of wire, which were originally installed
as bias coils to cancel external magnetic fields during our MOT stage. However, the
Zeeman splitting required was larger than the original current controllers designed
for the just the bias fields. So I redesigned it specifically for our needs which allowed
us to avoid some heating, instability and noise issues that have led other groups to
use batteries to power their bias coils.
Figure 3.4.: Circuit for Magnetic Field controller
The controller’s max output is 10 Amps and is controlled by 10V analog outputs
from our National Instrument PC cards. I designed the servo to maximize control
precision and to minimize noise without compromising the slew rate. To minimize
noise, the servo bandwidth was set to slew 1Amp/ms by filtering frequencies higher
than 1 kHz. Care was also taken to filter noise coming in through the power and other
inputs, with small series resistors (10Ω) and capacitors (10µF) to ground. Sources of
electrical noise like fans connected to the power supply must be carefully isolated and
filtered. CRT monitors also generate significant noise and should be kept physically
far away from the circuit as well as electrically isolated. The most important chip in
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the circuit was a 1ppm low noise precision instrument amplifier (AD624CDZ-ND). It
provided the feedback to the servo by measuring the voltage across a small resistor
(0.1Ω) in series with the output current to the bias coils. Based on the adiabatic
loading into the dressed band structures we can estimate a precision of ≈100Hz on
top of the 3.5MHz of Zeeman splitting.























Figure 3.5.: Rough Raman laser beam alignment to MOT. a Near resonant
light (detuned a few hundred MHz) from the bottom Raman beam scattering MOT
atoms up during MOT loading. b Near resonant light from the top Raman beam
scattering MOT atoms down.
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The easiest way to align the Raman beams after the fibers is with resonant light
shining on the science side MOT. During a continuous loading sequence from the
source MOT if any light resonant with an optical transition reaches the science MOT,
the atoms are entirely blown away. To avoid tuning our Raman laser over such a wide
range for alignments we actually use a different laser for alignment and fiber it into the
Raman beam paths towards the BEC. Our alignment laser is a distributed feedback
grating laser which can be quickly tuned around resonance. This allows us to keep
our ‘Raman Laser’ tuned near the magic wavelength and used for the final Raman
coupling experiments. When the alignment laser is detuned a few hundred MHz red
from the D2 transition it scatters less atoms and forms an attractive potential well,
which is then steered near the center of the MOT, (or wherever within the MOT
the BEC is, Fig.3.5). The alignment forward and back within the imaging plane can
be done by observing the relative density of the atoms attracted by the combined
Raman and MOT beams. Figure 3.5a shows that a very dense stream of atoms are
being scattered out of the MOT during loading by the ‘Bottom’ Raman beam, while
Fig.3.5b shows fewer atoms are scattering and that the ‘Top’ Raman beam is slightly
misaligned back-to-front in the imaging plane. To determine which direction front-
to-back the beam is misaligned, the beam can be adjusted in realtime while watching
the MOT loading. Although this initial alignment is rough, it is very fast and the
more precisely it is done the less tedious subsequent alignments will be.
Each subsequent stage of Raman beam alignment can be done on colder and colder
atoms with farther and farther detuned light in the Raman beams. For example atoms
can be cooled by a partial evaporation within the FORT but then transferred to a
Raman beam/FORT cross trap. Each stage of colder and farther detuned light allows
finer precision of alignment. Fine alignment is necessary for us because the Raman





















Figure 3.6.: Raman beam profiles procedure. a Profiles of the Raman beams
are created by sweeping one of the Far-Off-Resonance-Trap beams using the variable
deflection angle of an Acoustic Optical Modulator/Deflector. b A BEC is created at
each FORT position and then transferred to a new cross trap of the Raman beam
to be profiled and the stationary FORT beam. As the BEC created in the original
FORT crossing comes closer to the new Raman/FORT cross trap more atoms are
transferred and held after a short wait. c Combining the density of atoms in each
TOF image allows a tomographic profile of the Raman beam relative to the stationary
FORT beam.
The final alignment problem is that our absorption imaging axis is only from one
direction, which is perpendicular to the direction of our Raman beams. To determine
the position of the Raman beams within our depth of view, we use our crossed FORT
beams. These two beams come into the science cell after deflection through AOMs.
We can precisely control the frequency of the RF power going into the AOMs, which
precisely controls the angle of deflection of the beams and therefore the position of
our FORT forward and backwards within our imaging plane.
To take advantage of this axis of control we will start with atoms partially cooled
in our BEC evaporation ramp and transfer them into a cross trap of only one FORT
beam and one Raman beam. As we repeat the transfer at different FORT beam
angles of deflection (positions within our depth of view), we create a sliced cross trap
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Figure 3.7.: Raman Beam profile overlay and alignment. Each laser beam
must be profiled separately. Here we see the ‘Bottom’ Raman Beam’ a, the ‘Top’
Raman Beam b and the stationary FORT beam c. Combining these profiles together
allows very precise relative alignment of all of the beams. After a combined profile is
created, one of the beams can be adjusted and then reprofiled to iteratively align the
beams.
cross section of our Raman beam. This depth of view scan creates a Raman beam
profile (Fig.3.6) that is only limited by our imaging resolution and the precision of
our frequency controller. Using this method we are able to align the Raman beams
to within 1 micron of the center of our BEC.
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4. Spin and Momentum coupling in BECs
“Science is a fusion of man’s aesthetic and intellectual functions devoted to the
representation of nature. It is therefore the highest form of creative art.”
– Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will describe the basics of how light can ‘couple’ together different
quantum states of atoms to engineer synthetic quantum properties. We will be cou-
pling different atomic hyperfine spin states with photons of light (RF radiation and
lasers) then precisely controlling their relative energies to control the ground state
eigenenergies and eigenvectors of the dressed quantum system of atoms and light.
In our experiment we want to synthesize spin-orbit coupling with lasers in BECs
[50,52,56] similar to the spin orbit interactions studied in condensed matter systems.
Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is a fundamental physical phenomenon in nature. It is
notable for its effects on the electronic structure of atoms and also for its role in
creating topological insulators which can be used to create Majorana fermions [46],
for example. The type of SOC we will engineer is a special case of equal type Rashba
and Dresselhaus (effectively 1D) and is created when we couple the momentum of
photons with the spin of an atom.
Next I will describe the experimental setup, different coupling schemes and cal-
ibration procedures. The first coupling scheme we’ll look at uses radio frequency
(RF) magnetic fields to directly couple the hyperfine spin states of our BEC. RF spin
coupling is very useful, because it is the fastest way to roughly calibrate the applied
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magnetic field needed for SOC. Next I’ll outline how optical lattices can couple the
linear momentum of photons to the momentum of the BEC, through Bragg/Kapitsa-
Dirac scattering. This is also a good way to calibrate imaging optics. Lastly, I
will explain how both spin coupling and momentum coupling can be combined using
Raman coupling to create synthetic spin-orbit coupling and synthetic gauge fields.
4.2 Interaction of light and matter
Quantum control of matter with light relies on coupling together atomic quantum
states with radiation. The simplest example of this ‘coupling’ is the two state Rabi
oscillation where the probability of an atom occupying one quantum state is trans-
ferred to another state by applying radiation matching the energy difference between
the two states, ~ω = ∆E. The probability of finding the atom occupying each state
will then undergo Rabi oscillations with a frequency defined as the Rabi coupling
strength Ω.
In our system we will couple together different hyperfine spin states within the
F=1 manifold of 87Rb BECs to synthesize spin-orbit coupling. The hyperfine spin
sublevels mF are degenerate unless a magnetic field is applied to Zeeman shift them
apart by 0.7MHz/Gauss. Therefore, the rough energy scale of the radiation needed to
couple them is MHz (radio frequency, RF). However, the ‘orbit’ in spin-orbit coupling
refers to orbital/linear momentum. RF photons recoiling off of a Rb atom would only
accelerate them to 0.1 nm/s, which is too small to observe (even with a BEC, after
TOF). So instead we will use two optical photons detuned from resonance with optical
excited states (between D1 and D2 lines, 790nm) to Raman couple the hyperfine mF
spin states. Visible light near the optical transitions of 87Rb accelerates the atoms
to 12mm/s after two photon recoils. Which translates the atoms ∼200 microns after


















Figure 4.1.: a, RF coils above the BEC direct oscillating magnetic fields down−ey at
frequency ~ωRF = h1MHz couple hyperfine sublevels mF = −1, 0, 1 (red, blue, green
respectively) of 87Rb. A magnetic field applied along ez Zeeman splits the sublevels
by ~ωZ ∼ h1 MHz and controls the detuning δRF = ωRF − ωZ . b, RF spin coupling
level diagram.
4.3 Spin coupling with RF Magnetic Fields
As a first example let’s consider coupling 87Rb hyperfine spin states within the
F=1 manifold using single photons. We will Zeeman split their energy using an
applied uniform static magnetic field and then couple them together with a smaller
magnetic field oscillating at the same radio frequency (RF) as the Zeeman splitting
(ωZ = ωRF ∼ 1MHz). The larger static magnetic field B is applied by a pair of
Helmholtz coils along ez and the oscillating magnetic field along ey (BRF ) comes
from a small loop antenna a few centimeters above the science cell, see Figure 4.1.
This example is not just instructive, it is also a very quick way to initially calibrate the
static magnetic field coils which control the Zeeman splitting between the hyperfine
spin states. It is much easier than initially trying to calibrate them with the Raman
laser coupling described later because the Raman laser resonance is more narrow




To predict the resonant RF frequency of the spin transitions we need the Zeeman
splitting of the hyperfine spins from the external magnetic field. The Hamiltonian of
an alkali-metal atom interacting with an external magnetic field B is:
HB = −µ ·B = −
µB
~
(gSS + gLL+ gII) ·B (4.1)
Here the electronic angular momentum components include: spin S, orbital L and
nuclear I, with each having quantum numbers mS, mL and mI projected onto the
quantization axis ez set by the direction of the applied external magnetic field. µB is
the Bohr magneton, and gS, gL and gI are the Landé g-factors for each component.
We’ve already referenced the common approximation at low magnetic fields that the
energy shifts of spin components with total spin F = L+S+I relative to each other
are linearly proportional to the external magnetic field,
H(1)Z = −~ω
(1)
Z Fz = −µBgFF ·B ≈ −mF · 0.7MHz/Gauss, (F=1) (4.2)
Where mF is the total spin F along the quantization axis, and gF is the hyperfine
Landé g-factor:
gF = gJ
F (F + 1)− I(I + 1) + J(J + 1)
2F (F + 1)
+ gI
F (F + 1) + I(I + 1)− J(J + 1)
2F (F + 1)
(4.3)
For RF coupling and initial calibration of the magnetic fields this linear approximation
is precise enough. However, as we will see later the Raman coupling resonance is
small enough that we can detect energy differences between the spins smaller than
the first order linear perturbation theory approximation. The second order quadratic
correction can be found by using the Breit-Rabi formula:
H(2)Z = ~ω
(2)































































Figure 4.2.: Zeeman Splitting from Breit-Rabi Formula. a, 87Rb Zeeman
Splitting for F=1 and F=2 for large magnetic fields. b, Zeeman splitting of just F=1
sublevels with typical magnetic fields applied in our experiment, B ≈ 5G⇒ ωz ≈
3.5MHz. c, Quadratic Zeeman shift between each RF transition fε = [(E0 − E1) −
(E−1 − E0)]/h, which for B ≈ 5G is ε = 0.95Er.
For our typical applied external magnetic field of 5 Gauss, the quadratic Zeeman
shift is ~ε = (E0 − E1)− (E−1 − E0) = −h · 3.57kHz, which is ε = 0.95Er/~ in units
of photon recoil energy. We will come back to this value when we measure it more
precisely with the more narrow Raman coupling resonances later.
4.3.2 RF spin Rabi oscillations
To couple the spins we will apply another small magnetic field perpendicular to
the larger static field and oscillating at the same frequency (ωRF ) as the Zeeman
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Measured Spin Populations with Rabi Modela b
Figure 4.3.: Pulsing on Radio Frequency radiation resonant to the Zeeman splitting of
the spin states starts Rabi oscillations of the spins within the F=1 hyperfine manifold.
a, TOF images after different pulse times b, Population vs RF pulse time with theory
based on the RF power (3W) and geometry with no free parameters (distance to atoms
3.8cm, ωZ = 1.02MHz, δ = 20kHz).
splitting between the spins states from the larger static magnetic field. Because the
amplitude of the RF magnetic field is small it is described by the linear Zeeman shift
with a time-dependent component:
HRF = µBgFFBRF cos(ωRF t)ey (4.6)
Where the applied magnetic field amplitude can be determined by the power
output of the coil and the distance to the atoms (assuming an electrically small loop,









For ease of notation we can define the coupling strength between these Zeeman







The combined Hamiltonian of the applied magnetic fields using the spin 1 angular
momentum operators F is now:
H =Hz +HRF = −~ωzFz + 2ΩRF cos(ωRF t)Fy (4.9)
Now that we have constructed the full Hamiltonian for the system we will perform a
common trick to help describe its dynamics, a transformation to a rotating frame of
reference. In this particular case the Hamiltonian has a time dependent component
along the y-direction and a time-independent component along the z-direction. We
would like to simplify the time-dependent component, so we will transform to a frame
of reference rotating about ez at frequency ω which is similar to the Zeeman splitting
ω ∼ ωRF .
Rz(ω, t) = e
−iωtFz (4.10)
The Hamiltonian in the rotating frame becomes:
RzHR†z = ~(ω − ωz)Fz + 2ΩRF
(eiωt + e−iωt)
2
(e−ωRF tF+ − eωRF tF−)
2
(4.11)
Where the notation F± = (Fx ± iFy) comes from the equal superposition of left
and right circular polarizations of the oscillating field ey wrt the quantization axis
set by the larger static field along ez. Now we can apply the famous rotating wave
approximation (RWA) and drop the ‘sum’ terms oscillating quickly (ω + ωRF ) and
just keep the ‘difference’ terms oscillating slowly (ω − ωRF ):
H = −~δFz +
ΩRF
2
(cos(ω − ωRF t)Fx + sin(ω − ωRF t)Fy) (4.12)
Finally since we’ve chosen ω ∼ ωRF :





Now we see that the effect of the RF Rabi coupling strength is to rotate the spin
around the x-axis at a rate ΩRF . In the three state spin basis |mF = −1, 0, 1〉 of our












We can substitute this into the Schrödinger Eqn. with a given initial condition to
















Oscillations between these spins will occur when the coupling (Ω, such as ΩRF
above) is pulsed on faster than the Rabi coupling strength, ton · Ω < 1. In many
other systems, Rabi oscillations occur between just two states and the oscillations are
sinusoidal (and described by the optical/Maxwell Bloch equations). In those cases the
frequency of the Rabi oscillation is the strength of the Rabi coupling (Ω) on resonance
and the generalized Rabi frequency (Ω′) is given by:
Ω′ =
√
Ω2 + δ2 (4.18)
In our case the spin 1 Bose system has three hyperfine sublevels and the Rabi oscil-
lations do not have analytic solutions of just sinusoidal functions. Instead the full
differential equations from the Schrödinger equation must be used to predict the oscil-
lation dynamics and to determine the Rabi coupling strength. For this case in Figure
4.3 we already have a very good estimate for the Rabi coupling strength ΩRF from
the known RF power (P = 3W) and distance from the loop to the atoms (r = 3.8cm),
which using eq.(4.7) gives a magnetic field strength of BRF = 16.6mG. Then using
eq.(4.8) we get an RF Rabi Coupling strength of ΩRF = 11.7kHz, which is confirmed
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by the integration of eq.(4.17) plotted as the lines in Figure 4.3. We will use this
method of pulsed coupling strength calibration using the Rabi oscillation frequency
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Figure 4.4.: RF Dressed spin states. a, RF dressed eigenvalues (bands) vs. de-
tuning. b, Theoretical eigenvectors (plotted as spin components) of lowest eigenstate
vs. detuning. c, An example at ΩRF = 11kHz of measured spin composition of RF
dressed state vs. detuning during a very slow sweep.
4.3.3 RF Dressed states
Besides pulsing on the coupling field, the coupling can be turned on slowly and
adiabatically. In this case the atoms will transfer to the lowest bare energy state
within the lowest dressed eigenstates of the new atom and light interaction Hamilto-
nian. This allows us to use the dressed states to transfer population between the bare
spin state with adiabatic passage. For example, when the coupling ΩRF is turned on
slowly and far away from resonance it has little effect on the bare spin states. As
the frequency of the radiation approaches resonance the state becomes dressed by the
coupling to the nearby state, effectively adding a small admixture of the nearest state.
The properties of this dressed state are found by diagonalizing the light and matter
interaction Hamiltonian. The new eigenvectors represent the bare spin composition
of the dressed states and the eigenvalues give their energies. Figure 4.4a shows the
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dressed energies as a function of detuning δRF as well as the bare spin composition
of the dressed states (eigenvectors) through the color of the band (mF = −1, 0, 1
for red,blue and green respectively). Figure 4.4b shows the spin composition of the
lowest energy band from Figure 4.4a explicitly.
If the detuning is large, the particle will try to drop to the lowest energy state. If
the detuning is zero and the bare states within the dressed states have equal energies,
the particle will have shared probability between the bare states and share their char-
acteristics within the lowest dressed state. The dressed state has the characteristics of
both bare states, because it is a superposition of each. Further, if we have an external
parameter to control the relative energies of the two bare states, we can control the
dressed state’s character by controlling the relative superposition between the two
states. In the RF spin coupled example, two parameters can be tuned, either the
external magnetic field which Zeeman splits the spins by frequency ωZ = µgFmFB/~
or the frequency of the RF radiation ωRF . The difference of these energies sets the
detuning, δRF = ωRF − ωZ and determines which state has the lowest energy in the
Hamiltonian and therefore which will have a larger superposition of the dressed state
and the largest contribution to it’s properties. This is the power of light and matter
quantum engineering, taking two quantum systems and combining them with the
help of radiation to synthesize new properties and new systems.
To measure the population transfer during an adiabatic sweep of the detuning,
the coupling strength must be strong compared to the time of the sweep, ΩRF
tsweep
>> 1.
Then halting the sweep, turning off the coupling and projecting the dressed state on
its bare components allows us to measure the bare spin populations in TOF using a
magnetic field gradient to Stern-Gerlach separate the spins. Figure 4.4c shows the
experimental results of such an adiabatic sweep along with the theoretical bare state
composition of the lowest dressed band.
Adiabatic passage is a very useful tool for spin state preparation if you are trying
to polarize all of the spins to a ‘end’ state mF±1 but is not useful if you need all atoms
in a ‘middle’ state mF = 0, because the dressed state nearest ‘middle’ states always
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has a significant dressed component of the nearby ‘end’ states. It is also helpful for
quickly calibrating the applied magnetic fields using a ‘quick sort’ type of algorithm.
Large swaths of magnetic fields can be swept through while the RF coupling is on
and if the spin is flipped afterward then the resonance is ‘in there somewhere’ and
iteratively smaller scans can quickly narrow down the resonant magnetic field value.
This is particularly useful if you haven’t already calibrated the coupling strength very
precisely, because the sweep can be made long on time scales relative to even very
weak coupling (seconds) which are still fast on the time scale of the lifetime of the
BEC.
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4.3.4 Microwave Adiabatic Passage for Spin State Preparation

























Figure 4.5.: MW Adiabatic Transfer. One way to prepare a pure F=1 mF = 0 spin
state is to use microwaves to transfer atoms from an initially prepared F=1 mF = −1
state to the F=2 mF = −1 state and then back down to the F=1 mF = 0 state.
As just described, RF adiabatic passage is useful for preparing the spin state of
the BEC if you would like the BEC polarized into the F = 1 mF = ±1 states. It is
not able to prepare a pure F = 1 mF = 0 state. However it is possible if Microwaves
tuned to the F=2 states that are the next hyperfine manifold up from the F=1 ground
states, Figure 4.5. To do this an external magnetic field is applied to Zeeman split
the spins. The F=2 hyperfine spins have the opposite Zeeman splitting. The energy
splitting between the F=1 and F=2 states is now the atomic splitting f21 = 6.83GHz
plus the Zeeman splitting.
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If the applied microwaves are detuned slightly from the transition fMW = f21 +
δMW they can individually come into resonance as the Zeeman splitting is increased.
The first transition to the |F = 2,mF = −2〉 should be avoided, so the microwaves are
not turned on until the Zeeman splitting has increased further and that transition is
out of resonance. Then the atoms can be first transferred from the |F = 1,mF = −1〉
state to the |F = 2,mF = −1〉 state. The microwaves must be turned off so that
the Zeeman splitting can increase past the next transition, which would keep the
atoms in the |F = 2,mF = −1〉 state, so that it can be turned on while the Zeeman
splitting is lowered through the transition, which transfers atoms back down to the
|F = 1,mF = 0〉 state. This can be useful for specific spin state preparation beyond
the abilities of just RF control. However, this MW passage method for spin prepa-
ration is not necessary if the magnetic fields on the BEC can be precisely controlled
during evaporation. If a homogeneous magnetic field is applied atoms will condense
in the lowest energy spin state mF = ±1 and if only a small magnetic field gradient
is applied, atoms will condense into the mF = 0 state.
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4.4 Atomic Polarizability
The next ingredient we need to create synthetic spin-orbit coupling is linear mo-
mentum. The only way to couple an observable amount of linear momentum into the
BEC with radiation is to recoil the atoms with optical photons. The single photon
recoil momentum is ~kr, which accelerates 87Rb atoms to about 6mm/s and translates
them about 200µm after 15ms TOF. The recoil momentum depends on the wavevec-
tor kr = 2π/λ associated with the wavelength of the laser λ. One way to coherently
couple momentum states of a BEC is to setup an optical standing wave using two
counter-propagating laser beams with parallel linear polarizations (lin‖lin), creating
an optical lattice [16,27–29,76].
To couple atomic momentum with optical light we need to consider how the os-
cillating electric field acts as an perturbation on the atom described by the atomic
polarizability operator:
α =−
∑ 〈g|d |e〉 〈e|d |g〉
∆
(4.19)
=αs + αv + αt (4.20)
where d = −er is the atomic electric dipole operator coupling excited states |e〉
with ground states |g〉 (assuming the dipole approximation) and the detuning is the
difference between the energies of the states and the photon ∆ = Ee−Eg−~ω . The
polarizability depends on the atomic states coupled by the optical photons making it
a tensor operator [77–80], with scalar, vector and tensor contributions and depends
on the polarization of the optical electric field:























which itself depends on the wavelength λ, the natural linewidth of the excited state
Γe and the detuning ∆. The first term in the polarizability is the scalar polarizability
αs which creates the scalar light shift (AC Stark Shift) on the atoms and the confining
potential VL(y). The second term is the vector polarizability α
v or the Zeeman light
shift term, which for the parallel linear polarizations (lin‖lin) in an optical lattice is
zero i(E† × E) = 0. The last term is the tensor polarizability αt, which vanishes for
large detunings. The coefficients C are determined by the Wigner Eckart theorem
based on the specific states coupled. In our case the ground states are the hyperfine
sublevels of F=1 within the 87Rb
∣∣52S1/2〉 and the excited states are sublevels within∣∣52P1/2〉 and ∣∣52P3/2〉 (D1 and D2 resonances). The scalar coefficient for transitions in















∣∣ d ∣∣52S1/2〉 |2
∆D2
(4.23)
Between the D1 and D2 lines the detunings ∆ have opposite signs and therefore the
total polarizability from each can cancel for one frequency between the resonances.
This frequency is associated with the ‘magic’ wavelength and for 87Rb at λ ∼ 790nm.
Although both the D1 and D2 lines contribute just like the scalar polarizability,
the coefficients Cv depend on the Landé gF factor and they have opposite signs
(CvD1 = gF/3 ,C
v















∣∣ d ∣∣52S1/2〉 |2
∆D2
(4.24)
For optical lattices wavelengths near the magic wavelength should be avoided if
strong shifts and confining potentials are desired, but it is perfect for other applica-
tions like the Raman coupling in the next section or optical lattice clocks [81]. For
these other applications (like Raman coupling) this vector polarizability term is not
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zero if there is any component of circular polarization in the electric field, even if
the laser is at the magic wavelength. For the case of optical lattices with lin‖lin
polarization, the vector polarization is zero even away from the magic wavelength.











Figure 4.6.: Scalar and Vector Polarizability.
Another advantage of Raman coupling at the magic wavelength is that the large





which falls off quadratically with detuning, increasing the lifetime of the atoms in the
trap.
4.5 Momentum coupling with Optical Lattices
In the course of setting up our Raman lasers, one of the Raman laser beams was
retro-reflected back onto itself through the BEC, creating a 1D optical lattice for the
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Figure 4.7.: Raman beam scattering atoms out of the trap vs. detuning ∆.
Measuring the exponential time decay of relative population at each detuning gives
the scattering rate Γ.
atoms (Figure 4.8). With more lasers, combinations of 2D and 3D optical lattices
in various geometries can and have been realized in many other experiments. In
this section I will outline a few important aspects of optical lattices from a Raman
coupling perspective which should be useful later.
Optical lattices create a periodic potential for the atoms on the length scale of
the optical wavelength, which means the energy gradients are large, as well as the
forces and therefore the momentum transferred to the atoms scattering off the lattice.
The energy shift on atoms within an optical lattice is proportional to the frequency



















































Figure 4.8.: Experimental setup. a, Lasers counter-propagating along ey with the
same frequency and same polarization couple momentum states differing by ±2kr. b,
Bragg scattering coupling level diagram of the momentum states.
The electric field from each optical lattice beam (traveling ↑ and ↓, in Figure 4.8a)
is given by:
E↓(y, t) = E↓e(−ikry−iωLt)ez (4.26)
E↑(y, t) = E↑e(ikry−iωLt)ez
where kr is the wavevector, ωL is the optical frequency of the light and ez is the
polarization of both lasers. If each laser beam has the same amplitude (E↑ = E↓ = E0)
and polarization (ez), the electric field experienced by the atoms is a superposition
of the two:
E(y, t) = E0[sin(kry + ωLt) + sin(kry − ωLt)]ez (4.27)
For optical lattices, we chose a frequency away from the magic wavelength, where
the scalar light shift from the optical lattice creates a strong confining potential on
the order of the optical wavelength:
VL(y) = V0 sin
2(kry) (4.28)
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where V0 is the optical lattice depth, kr = 2π/λ is the wavevector associated with the
single photon recoil momentum ~kr and λ is the wavelength of the laser (λ/2 being
the spatial period of the potential). The large gradients in potential energy within
the optical lattice create very large forces on the atoms imparting momentum into
them coherently.
To see the details of the momentum coupling we need to calculate the dot product
of the electric field in the scalar polarizability:
i(E† · E) = E20
(
e−i2kry + ei2kry + 2
)
(4.29)
These terms are easier to interpret as matrix elements connecting the ground state
|g〉 with phase differences ±i2kr (off-diagonal matrix elements) acquired during the
coupling depending on if they absorb a photon from one lattice beam then stimulate
emission into the other. The last term is a constant energy shift with no phase
(diagonal matrix elements) if an atom absorbs and stimulates emission from and into







The 2x2 matrix is then written using a basis of laser absorption and stimulated emis-
sion from the two counter-propagating lasers (E↑,E↓). This basis connects atoms with
momentum differing by ±2kr and motivates the definition of the quasimomentum q
that all the coupled atoms share. We can see that the off-diagonal terms have oppo-
site phases acquired during transitions back to the ground state, which are equivalent
to both momentum imparted to the atom and a linear translation operator. Looking
back at the polarizability in terms of the specific states coupled we see that a Ra-
man coupling picture is natural. Where the atomic ground state is coupled to itself








We should also point out that all of the terms in the matrix are multiplied by the













which was constructed without explicit adiabatic elimination of the excited state,
that is tradiational for Raman coupling derivations. It is also interesting that the
off-diagonal phase factors are equivalent to the translation operator:
T (†) = e±i2kr =
∑
|p〉 〈p± 2~kr| (4.33)
which provides a motivation for the Bloch theorem and an extended basis of momen-

















Composite of multiple TOF images
10µs 20µs
Figure 4.9.: Kapitza-Dirac scattering In these experiments the optical lattice
(∆ ∼ 100 MHz, Vlat ∼ 12Er ) was pulsed on and the atoms were released to measure
their momentum after TOF. The experiment was repeated many times as the optical
lattice pulse time or power was increased.
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4.5.1 Hamiltonian in momentum basis
Using this 2x2 matrix we can then construct a Hamiltonian in this extended basis
of momentum coupling starting from an atom at rest (p = 0) Raman coupled to atomic
momentum states differing by the momentum recoils of the two Raman photons
|p = ±2~kr〉. From this first set of excited states, subsequent Raman momentum
coupling can excite atoms to higher multiples ` of 2~kr |p = ±2`~kr〉, creating an
infinite square matrix of size 2`+1. However the energy of the excited states increases
quadratically with the momentum scattered E = (2`~kr)2/2m detuning them from
the lower state enough to allow us to use a truncated square matrix for practical
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4.5.2 Demonstration of optical lattice phenomena
If the optical lattice is pulsed on pairs of photons will Bragg/Kapitsa-Dirac scatter
atoms into these higher momentum states quantized by the momentum recoils of
the individual photon scattering [82, 83] (Fig.4.9). This serves as a useful tool for
calibrating the optical lattice depth experienced by the atoms. The Hamiltonian
can also be diagonalized to calculate the dressed band structure of atoms within the

























Figure 4.10.: Momentum scattering with Bessel Functions Relative populations
of the different momentum states after pulsing on an optical lattice. Although the
exact population dynamics require solving the full Schrödinger equation, the solutions
are closely approximated by Bessel functions of the first kind J`.
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a Ramp ON of the Optical Lattice
b Ramp OFF of the Optical Lattice
BEC coherence regained























Figure 4.11.: Reversible 1D Mott-Insulator/Superfluid transition adiabatically ramping the optical lattice on in 10ms to
Vlat ∼ 12Er and off in another 10ms an optical lattice (Similar to [84])
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If the optical lattice depth is increased adiabatically the atoms will become dressed
by the optical lattice and have an increased superposition of the ±2kr states (Fig.
4.11). There have many studies on what happens as the optical lattice depth is
increased even further. Number squeezing [76] of atomic states, and superfluid to
Mott-Insulator transitions of BECs in 3D lattices [29] and 1D lattices [84] have all
been observed.
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4.6 Optical Raman Spin and Momentum Coupling
Now we are ready to combine spin coupling and momentum coupling together to
create spin-orbit coupling. We will couple the same hyperfine spin states within the
F=1 manifold as we used in the RF spin coupling but now with optical photons in
a Λ Raman scheme using two counter-propagating Raman laser beams (λ=790nm)
aligned vertically along ŷ (Fig.4.12a).
To couple the spins using RF photons the RF frequency was set to resonance
with the Zeeman splitting of the spin states, ωZ ≈3.5MHz from the applied external
magnetic field (5 Gauss). For optical spin coupling the difference of the two optical
photons must be near resonance with the Zeeman splitting, ω2 − ω1=ωz. To couple
spin we must also consider the conservation of angular momentum during the optical
transitions, so the lasers are linearly polarized perpendicularly to each other, with one
along the direction of the quantization axis of the magnetic field Zeeman splitting the
spins. This setup is similar to previous experiments [51,56,85].
4.6.1 Raman Coupling Three level atom
To explicitly define the requirements described above we will need to consider the
full time dependent Hamiltonian of the system. First however, it is easier to start with
a simplified three level atom which is Raman coupled in the Λ configuration shown
in Fig.4.12. In this configuration a hyperfine spin state |↓〉 is coupled by a laser beam
with energy ~ωR to an excited state |e〉 which is simultaneously coupled to another
hyperfine spin state |↑〉 (within the same fine structure manifold) by another laser
beam with energy ~(ωR + ∆ωR). The two lower state energies are Zeeman split by an
external magnetic field (5G→ ωz =3.5MHz) but are still nearly degenerate compared
to the detuning between the lasers and transition from the lower states to the excite
state (∆↑ ≈ ∆↓ >> (E↓ − E↑) = δ). It is important to have a large detuning ∆ to














|↑〉 ≡ |mF = 0〉
|↓〉 ≡ |mF = −1〉





π polarized σ± polarized
F’=1







Figure 4.12.: Raman Coupling of three level atom in Λ configuration. Two
ground states of an atom |↓〉 and |↑〉 are both coupled to an excited state |e〉 by
separate laser beams with energies ~ωR and ~(ωR+∆ωR). The basis states shown are
[|F = 1,mF = −1, k = 2kr〉 ; |F ′ = 1,mF = −1, k = kr〉 |F = 1,mF = 0, k = 0kr〉] =
[|↓〉 , |e〉 , |↑〉]. Both of the lasers are detuned from resonant coupling with the ex-
cited state by ∆ and though one such excited state is shown for simplicity, many
contribute to the Raman coupling.
probability Γ of radiatively decaying to one of the lower states. This spontaneous
emission rate Γ heats the BEC and needs to be suppressed by detuning the lasers far
from resonance.
The system is described by the time dependent Schrödinger equation:
d
dt




where the full Hamiltonian has a time-independent bare atomic component HAtom










Where, |n〉 are the bare atomic basis states |n〉 = |↓〉 , |e〉 , |↑〉 with bare atomic
eigenenergies En. The state vector of the full Hamiltonian is therefore a linear com-





The interaction matrix elements between the bare states are driven by the time-
dependent electric dipole interaction between the atomic states and laser beam electric
fields.
Vn,m(t) = −〈n|d · E(t) |m〉 (4.39)
At this point we will be able to consider two equivalent pictures of the spin and
momentum coupling. The first relies on the combined electric field from both photons
to create a vector polarizability and a fictitious magnetic field, which is also described
in detail within Karina Jiménez-Garćıa’s thesis [86]. The second considers the indi-
vidual absorption of each photon within the Raman coupling process. An excellent set
of references on Raman coupling of spinor BECs from this quantum perspective have
been written by Kevin Wright & Nicholas P. Bigelow [87–89]. The major difference in
our setup is that the Raman lasers are counter-propagating with linear polarizations
(coupling linear momentum), as opposed to co-propagating Laguerre-Gaussian modes
(coupling orbital momentum)1. Our setup is still very similar to the other setups that
have created synthetic gauge fields using Raman coupling [53, 56, 65] and details of
these experiments can be found in the theses of Karina [86] and Chris Hamner [90].
1Our Raman lasers are also very far detuned.
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4.6.2 The vector polarizability
The electric field from each Raman beam (traveling ↑ and ↓) is given by:
E↓(y, t) = E↓e(−ikry−iωRt)ez (4.40)
E↑(y, t) = E↑e(ikry−i(ωR+∆ωR)t)ex
If each Raman laser beam has the same amplitude (E↑ = E↓ = E0) the electric field
experienced by the atoms is a superposition of the two:












〈g|d |e〉 〈e|d |g〉
∆eg
(4.42)
The light shifts from the perturbation caused by this electric field can be calculated
[77] with the light shift operator [79]:











The first term is the scalar polarizability which creates an equal scalar light shift
on all of the energy levels together, has no effect on the relative dynamics of the spin
states and can therefore be dropped from the Hamiltonian. We also recall from that
the effect of the scalar term can be eliminated by using the magic wavelength of 87Rb
at λ ∼ 790nm. The second term is the vector polarizability or the Zeeman light shift
term. It is this term which allows us to Raman couple our ground spin states |↑〉 and
|↓〉 with optical electric fields. It depends on the polarization of the optical electric
fields with respect to the angular momentum of the atom. For parallel linear polar-
izations (lin‖lin) it is zero, but with any circular polarization (or perpindicular linear
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polarizations, lin⊥lin, which can be decomposed into relative circular polarizations)
it is nonzero and proportional to the cross product of the electric field:
i(E† × E) = E20e(−i2kry−∆ωRt)ey (4.44)
In our case with perpindicular polarizations in the lin⊥lin configuration this term
is maximized. The last term is the tensor polarizability, which vanishes for large
detunings and can be dropped like the scalar polarizability. Again each term has an
associated tensor coefficient C from the Wigner-Eckart theorem.
The angular momentum introduced by the circular polarization (lin⊥lin) allows
spin transitions within the atom relative to the quantization axis ey. Therefore the
vector polarizability can be interpreted as an interaction between the atom’s magnetic
moment µ and a fictitious magnetic field Bfict [77–79]:
Hint = −µ ·Bfict(y, t) (4.45)
= −µBgFF ·Bficte(−i2kry−∆ωRt)ey (4.46)
The Hamiltonian describing the spin coupling from the fictitious magnetic field in
the pseudo-spin 1/2 basis |↑〉 , |↓〉:
H = ~





where Ω is the two photon spin-momentum Raman coupling strength. In a frame
rotating at ∆ωR,









Where the detuning is defined as:
δ ≡ (E↓ − E↑)/~− (ω↓ − ω↑) = ωz −∆ωR (4.50)
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The Hamiltonian now has off-diagonal translation operators T = e±i2kr , like in the
case with the optical lattice. However, the translation operators do not connect
the same ground states like in the optical lattice case, now they connect different
spins. In effect applying the rotation operator Rz and the translation operator T
performs a screw-like transformation [91] to the Hamiltonian, which follows the helical
symmetry of the lin⊥lin optical standing wave. Rewritten in this new basis of spin
and momentum states |k = kr, ↓〉 |k = −kr, ↑〉:
H = ~
 ~2m(q + kr)2 − δ/2 Ω/2
Ω/2 ~
2m
(q − kr)2 + δ/2
 (4.51)
4.6.3 Quantum Raman picture
Equivalently, the Raman SOC Hamiltonian can be derived considering individual
photon transitions from each Raman laser instead of their combined electric field.
In our experiment the top Raman laser directed downward has an electric field
polarization (Ê↓ = ez) which is parallel to the external magnetic field which defines
the angular momentum quantization axis (B̂ext = ez). Therefore an absorption of a
photon from the down laser Ω↓ does not allow any change in the angular momentum
∆mF = 0 (π transitions), it does however coherently change the momentum state of
the atom from the absorption of the photon momentum down ∆k = −kr. The bottom
Raman laser beam directed upwards has an electric field polarization ex which is
perpendicular to the quantization axis, ez, meaning that it is a superposition of both
right and left circularly polarized light. Therefore an absorption of a photon from the
down laser requires a change in the angular momentum ∆mF = ±~ (σ± transitions),
and it also coherently changes the momentum state of the atom from the absorption
of the photon momentum up ∆k = +kr. After either of these absorptions, however,
the atom is still in an excited state. So we will need another photon to stimulate
emission and a transition down to the ground states. If after either absorption the
same photon is stimulated to emit, the process will reverse itself and the atom will
return to it’s original state. If a photon is stimulated to emit into the other Raman
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beam then a transition changing the angular momentum by one ∆mF = ±~ez and
the linear momentum by two ∆k = ±2krey will be complete, Raman coupling spin
and momentum.
Let us consider the coupling of a simplified Λ basis first, including the intermediate








V↓,e(t) = −〈↓|d · E↓(t) |e〉 (4.53)
V↑,e(t) = −〈↑|d · E↑(t) |e〉
The transition off-diagonal elements Vn,m of this matrix include time dependent
terms on the order of the carrier frequency ωR which vary rapidly and terms which
depend on the differences of the frequencies of the Raman lasers and atomic transitions
which vary slowly. Two approximations allow us to ignore and remove the rapidly
varying carrier frequency terms, the slowly-varying-envelope-approximation and the
rotating-wave-approximation (RWA). The frequency difference terms which remain




















The new frequency difference terms define the two photon Raman detuning δ of the
Raman lasers from the two lower states and the single photon detuning ∆ from the
excited state.
δ = (E↓ − E↑)/~− (ω↓ − ω↑) = ωz −∆ωR (4.55)
∆ = (2Ee − E↓ − E↑)/2~− (ω↓ − ω↑)/2 = ω0 −∆ωR
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The kinetic energy of the states also includes the wavevector from the photon mo-
mentum recoil ~kr of the absorption and emission, more details on that later. The
off-diagonal transition elements of the matrix are given by:
~Ω↓(t) = V↓,e(t) (4.56)
~Ω↑(t) = V↑,e(t)
4.6.4 Adiabatic elimination of the excited state
If we compare the magnitudes of the two photon detuning δ between the lower
states and the detuning to the excited state ∆ we can see that the coupling to the ex-
cited state is much lower and is therefore never occupied. Therefore, the intermediate
excited states can be adiabatically eliminated from the Hamiltonian. The traditional
method of accomplishing this simply sets the change of the occupation of the excited
state to zero. First we should consider the coupled differential equations of all the




































To adiabatically eliminate the excited state we will set ċe(t) = 0 and solve for








Substituting back into the coupled equations to express them in terms of c↓(t) and













The two photon Raman coupling strength Ω is a very important parameter for
all of the following experiments. It applies to all of the experiments contained in this
thesis, since we are always very far detuned from optical resonances ∆ >> Γe and









, but in most cases, the intensity the Raman laser beams (and therefore
the lightshifts to each state) are equal and the lightshift can be removed from the
Hamiltonian. Further the quasimomentum q can be shifted by −kr to give:
H = ~





(q − kr)2 + δ2
 (4.61)
It is important to emphasize that two spins at rest are no longer in Raman reso-
nance. Instead, following the spin-momentum coupling transition rules, they must be
asymmetrically Doppler shifted into ‘recoil-induced-resonance’ (RIR), from each other
to satisfy Raman spin-momentum resonance. In fact the kinetic energy of the two pho-
tons sets the detuning from Raman resonance of an atom at rest, (~2kr)2/2m = 4Er.
This requirement also sets the transformation of bare spin momentum k into quasi-
momentum q of dressed states, which are at resonance when they have the same
quasimomentum. The quasimomentum (qσ′) of each spin within the dressed SOC
band structure is related to the bare spin momentum (kσ) measured after TOF by:
q↓′ = k↓ − kr and q↑′ = k↑ + kr (Fig.4.14c). To create synthetic 1D SOC we choose
|mF = −1〉 and |mF = 0〉, identifying them as spin 1/2 states |↓〉 and |↑〉 [50, 52, 56].
We will refer to dressed spin states simply as “spins” except when explicit distinctions
with bare spins are made (in which case dressed are denoted by σ′ and bare by σ).
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Figure 4.13.: Spin Orbit Coupled Band structure The eigenenergies of the Hamil-
tonian for different Raman coupling strengths Ω all for zero detuning δ = 0Er, showing
the eigenvector spin composition by the color of the band (|↓′〉 in red and |↑′〉 in blue
and mixtures in purple).
Calculating the eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian at each quasimomentum q, creates
the dressed bandstructure and the eigenvectors give the superposition the bare spin-
momentum components of the dressed state at each quasimomentum.

































Again, Ω is the Raman coupling strength and Ωc is the critical Ω for a single-
double minima transition (which occurs at 4Er for zero detuning in the limit of large
2Shown before normalization
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quadratic shift ε) and the single photon recoil energy Er = ~2k2r/m = h × 3.76kHz
sets the relevant energy scale. The photon recoil kr sets the momentum differences
between the states.
When Ω < Ωc the band structure has quasimomentum minima (Fig.4.14c) for
































Figure 4.14.: Optical Raman spin and momentum coupling of 87Rb a, Ra-
man beams counter-propagating along ey with frequencies differing by ~(∆ωR) =
h(3.5MHz) couple hyperfine sublevels mF = −1, 0, 1 (red, blue, green respectively) of
87Rb. A magnetic field applied along ez Zeeman splits the sublevels by ~ωZ ∼ h3.5
MHz and controls the detuning δR. b, Raman coupling level diagram of the F=1 spin
states via both the excited states of the D1 and D2 resonances.
From this toy Raman coupled Hamiltonian we will insert our system’s basis states
for creating synthetic gauge fields. Specifically the hyperfine sublevels of the 87Rb F=1
manifold, |mF = −1, 0, 1〉. We also know that our spin-momentum Raman coupling
incorporates momentum into the basis. Again, the counter-propagating laser geom-
etry requires that a Raman transition decreasing spin (∆mF = −1) imparts on the
atom two photon momentum recoils up (+2~krêy), but a Raman transition increasing
spin (∆mF = +1) recoils the atom down (−2~krêy), thus creating spin and momen-
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tum coupling. For instance, if an atom absorbs a photon from the ‘down’ laser the
only way to increase it’s spin is through stimulated emission into the other counter-
propagating ‘up’ laser which decreases it’s momentum by two photon recoils in the
vertical direction(Fig4.14). If the atom is instead stimulated to emit into the same
‘down’ laser, it returns the momentum and spin back to it’s initial value. The basis for
our spin-momentum Raman coupling is then, [|mF = −1, k = 2kr〉;|mF = 0, k = 0kr〉;





















(q − 2kr)2 + δ
 (4.65)
The Raman coupling strength Ω is proportional to the laser intensities and in-
versely proportional to the detuning (∆) from resonance with nearby optical transi-
tions (e.g. the D2 and D1 lines). The basis for this Hamiltonian ignores the specific
excited (intermediate) states through which the ground states are coupled. Although,
one specific state was mentioned in the last section |F ′ = 1,mF = −1〉 in reality other
states also contribute and the sum of all of these contributions determines the Ra-
man coupling strengths dependence on the Raman laser intensities. In practice these
details are not particularly important as the Raman coupling can be independently
measured to calibrate further experiments. In the next chapter we will outline the
procedures to independently measure two important parameters, the Raman coupling
strength Ω as well as the detuning from Raman resonance δ using Raman Rabi oscil-
lations. Then we will use these parameters and the SOC Hamiltonian to calculate the
band structure minima, predict the constant vector potentials and finally compare
with experiment.
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Figure 4.15.: Three state, spin momentum coupled bandstructure The
eigenenergies of the full three state spin momentum coupled Hamiltonian for different
Raman coupling strengths Ω all for zero detuning δ = 0Er, showing the eigenvector
spin composition by the color of the band (mF = −1 in red, mF = 0 in blue and
mF = 1 in green, with mixtures in purple and teal). Ω4 is the coupling between the
higher excited bands [64].
4.8 Calibration of Raman coupling
Now that we have a basic framework for the spin and momentum Raman coupling,
we can begin experiments to measure and calibrate the important parameters (Ω and
δ), benchmark previous experiments and finally move on to new experiments with
synthetic gauge fields.
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Figure 4.16.: Raman Rabi Oscillations a, TOF images of Raman Rabi oscillations
(Ω = 16.3Er, δR = 0Er) vs laser pulse duration, starting from |mF = 0, k = 0kr〉. b-
d, Populations of states during Raman Rabi oscillations for various detunings δR=-
0.2Er,2.0Er,4.2Er (b,c,d respectively) at the same laser power (Ω = 3.5Er) with theory
(lines) from the full three state optical Bloch equations. d, When the detuning is equal
to the kinetic energy difference between two states and the quadratic Zeeman shift
the two states are resonantly coupled by the Raman beams and the third state is not
significantly populated. Then the optical Bloch equations have analytical solutions
in terms of periodic sinusoidal functions, the period of which is the inverse of the
coupling strength.
4.9 Raman Rabi oscillations
The measurement of δ and Ω can be done iteratively. First the detuning δ is mea-
sured with just spin Rabi oscillations. This is done by pulsing Radio waves (3.5MHz)
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Figure 4.17.: Raman Rabi resonance scan a, Bandstructure during Raman
Rabi π pulse with detuning δR = 4.5Er at resonance between |mF = 0, k = 0〉 →
|mF = −1, k = +2kr〉 both at q = 0kr. b, Resonance scan of population transfer vs
detuning after π laser pulses with coupling strength Ω = 1Er, starting with atoms in
the |mF = 0,k = 0〉.
which couple the hyperfine spins or microwaves (6.8GHz) resonant to different hyper-
fine sublevels of the F=2 manifold. This measures the magnetic fields and Zeeman
spin splitting to determine δ within 0.1 Er. We will come back to δ once we’ve
calibrated Ω.
To calibrate the spin momentum Raman coupling strength, Ω, as a function of
laser power we pulse on the beams quickly and measure the resulting Raman Rabi
spin and momentum oscillations. The oscillations are then fit to a three state Rabi
model (from substituting the Hamiltonian into the Schrödinger equation) with only








































|mF = 0, k = −2kr〉
Ω = 3.2Er δR = 4.5Er
|mF = −1, k = 0〉
Figure 4.18.: Raman Coupling Ω calibration vs. laser power. a, Resonant
Raman Rabi oscillations of the relative population between the |mF = −1, k = 0〉
state at rest in the lowest band and the recoiled |mF = 0, k = −2kr〉 state in the
first excited band when the detuning is δR = 4.5Er. The frequency of the sinusoidal
oscillations c0(t) ∝ sin(Ωt) is the measured Raman coupling strength Ω = 3.2Er. b,
Coupling strengths for both 2-photon Raman coupling Ω (red) and for the 2nd order
4-photon coupling strength Ω4R between the first and second excited bands. Sets of
oscillations for different powers creates a very precise calibration of ΩR vs. Raman
laser intensity.
ċ−1, 2kr(t) = Ωc0(t)e
−i(δR−(~(2kr)2+ε/2))t; (4.66)





This procedure should be repeated for multiple laser powers to create a very precise
determination of the Raman coupling strength vs the laser intensity, Fig. 4.18.
Next we can recalibrate the detuning more precisely by applying π Raman pulses
while sweeping across Raman resonance. Since we know the Raman coupling we pulse
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the beams on just long enough to entirely populate the coupled spin and momentum
state when on resonance starting from a BEC in the mF = 0 at rest. It is also good
to use a low coupling (Ω ≈ 1Er) to reduce power broadening, giving a pulse length of
about 0.1ms . Then we measure the populations after the pulses while sweeping the
detuning. The first resonance will occur at δ = −(4Er + ε/2) (Fig 4.17), when the +1
spin state moving at -2kr comes into recoil resonance with the 0 spin BEC at rest.
The resonance is much more narrow (≈ 2Er) than the first detuning calibration done
with RF photons, because it is a two photon resonance. Already as the detuning
increases to δ = 2Er no atoms will be transferred from the BEC. This allows the
detuning to be calibrated much more precisely. As the detuning continues, the next
resonance will occur at a symmetric δ = 4Er + ε/2 to the -1 spin state moving at
+2kr. Finally both resonances are fit to Gaussians to extract their peak position and
the middle of the resonance can be determined to δ = 0Er ± 0.01Er.
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5. Synthetic Gauge Fields
“If you wish to make an apple pie from scratch, you must first invent the universe.”
– Carl Sagan
In the previous chapter we learned the basics of how to create spin and momentum
coupling and methods to precisely calibrate the Hamiltonian parameters, such as the
Raman coupling and the detuning. In this chapter we will learn how to use synthetic
gauge fields to engineer synthetic vector potentials and how the BEC responds to
them both adiabatically and dynamically.
5.1 Synthetic Vector Potentials
Before engineering synthetic gauge fields we first need to motivate the analogy
between the spin and momentum Raman coupling introduced in last chapter with









v̂ is the velocity operator which is equivalent to kinetic momentum and mechanical
momentum. It is defined in terms of the vector potential, A and the canonical
momentum:
p̂ = −i~ ~∇ (5.3)
Then we can rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of the canonical momentum and vector
potential. The choice of gauge for the vector potential of the magnetic field is usually
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based on convenience, however, in our case it is almost directly physically analogous
to the Landau gauge, ~A(~r) = B · z · ey, which we will see more explicitly in the last
chapter. Next we’ll see how the eigenenergies of the spin and momentum Raman





5.2 Spin orbit coupling and Spin-dependent Vector Potentials
Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in traditional electron solid state systems is a conse-
quence of Lorentz invariance for electrons moving within a static electric field. In
a moving frame electrons experience an effective magnetic field which is momentum
dependent and perpendicular to both their momentum and the static electric field.
There are two common types of SOC, one comes from the asymmetry of the confin-
ing potential (i.e. 2D semiconductor hetero-structure). This is referred to as Rashba
SOC and gives rise to a ‘sombrero’ shaped potential in momentum space. Alterna-
tively Rashba SOC can be interpreted as a breakdown of mirror symmetry. The other
type of SOC, Dresselhaus, arises from a lack of inversion symmetry within the bulk.







σ̌z − α(qyσ̌x − qxσ̌y)− β(−qyσ̌x − qxσ̌y) (5.5)
with the strengths of the two types of SOC, Rashba and Dresselhaus represented by
α and β. For our system we will be synthetically creating a form of SOC composed
of equal contributions [56, 62] of each α = β, in which case the SOC term becomes
2αkxσ̌y.
To demonstrate how this Hamiltonian can be constructed using our system, we
need to rewrite the spin-momentum coupling described earlier (which included all
three of the hyperfine spin states of the 87Rb ground state) in terms of just two of the
spin-momentum states. This allows us to make a more direct analogy and simplify
the following expressions.
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This exclusion of the other spin state is physically possible because of the quadratic
Zeeman shift (ε = 0.95Er) which raises the energy of the extra state so that it is never
occupied by the BEC. Then the single atom spin-orbit Raman coupled Hamiltonian
can be written as:
HSO = ~





(q − krey)2 + δ2
 (5.6)
q is the quasimomentum, which is equivalent to Canonical momentum, p̂ = −i~~∇. kr
is the recoil momentum of a single photon, m is the mass of an atom, Ω is the Raman
coupling strength, and δ is the detuning (set to zero for most of this analysis). The
natural units for energy and momentum are Er =
~2k2r
2m
= h × 3.76kHz, the photon
recoil energy and ~kr = 2~/λ, the photon recoil momentum.

















which is equivalent to the equal Rashba and Dresselhaus SOC Hamiltonian but with
strength α ∝ kr and two pseudo-spin rotations.
Calculating the eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian at each quasimomentum, q, cre-
ates the dressed bandstructure similar to the band structure dispersion relations of
optical lattices. The SOC eigenvectors are superpositions of the bare spin and mo-
mentum states within the dressed state at each quasimomentum.















This SOC dispersion relation has two minima, one for each dressed spin state




Whenever atoms enter this band structure they will seek the lowest energy quasi-




















Figure 5.1.: 3D bandstructure of 1D SOC. Spin orbit bandstructure of equal
Rashba and Dresselhaus contributions for Ω = 1Er, showing the neglected mF = 1
state which is detuned by the quadratic Zeeman shift up from the lower SOC states.
The energy expanded near one of the band minimum has a form similar to an electron








This analogy is the basis of all synthetic gauge field engineering. Because the band
structure minima are equivalent to vector potentials, we can use them to synthesize
electric fields by dynamically varying them (E = ∂ ~A/∂t) and magnetic fields by
spatially varying them (B = ∇× ~A). Further, in the SOC regime (Ω < 4.5Er) there
are two minima in the band structure with each defining a separate quasimomentum
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minimum (qmin↓, qmin↑) allowing us to synthesize spin-dependent vector potentials
(A↓, A↑) [93], which can create synthetic spin dependent electric and magnetic fields.
However, before we create synthetic electric and magnetic fields we must properly
calibrate and benchmark our control of constant synthetic vector potentials. The
synthetic vector potentials can be tuned using either of the parameters controlling the
band structure minimum (δ and ΩR). To measure these synthetic vector potentials,
we can slowly turn on the Raman coupling to adiabatically load the BEC into the
quasimomentum minimum of the band structure.









































Figure 5.2.: Constant Vector Potentials Setup. a, Raman lasers counter-
propagating along ey create dressed bands of the Raman coupled spin and momentum
states. b, The bandstructure minimum qmin is equivalent to a synthetic vector po-
tential A. c, Varying the detuning changes the band structure and allows external
control of the constant vector potential.
In the strong Raman coupling regime when Ω > 4.5Er there is one quasimomen-
tum minimum in the lowest dressed band of the spin momentum Raman coupled
Hamiltonian. In this case (since our quadratic Zeeman shift ε is not large enough) all
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of the three spin states within the F=1 hyperfine manifold must be included in the
band calculation.
The easiest and quickest way to load the BEC into the dressed bands is to start
with a spinor BEC in the bare spin state which is the most similar to the desired
final dressed spin superposition of the synthetic vector potential that you would like
to measure. Again, spin preparation of the BEC can be done by applying small
magnetic fields (and magnetic field gradients) during evaporation in the optical trap
or through RF/MW adiabatic passage.
The band minimum also needs to start close to the quasimomentum of the bare
spin state. For instance, if the BEC starts in the |mF = 0, p = 0〉 state then the
quasimomentum minimum of the band should also be at zero, which is the case
when δ = 0Er. However, if the BEC starts in the |mF = −1, p = 0〉 state, then the
quasimomentum minimum should be near qmin = −2~kr which is the case when the
δ . 2Er.
To measure synthetic vector potentials in this ‘strong coupling’, ‘single minimum’
regime (Ω > 4.5Er) we start with a
87Rb BEC of up to ∼ 104 atoms in a crossed
optical dipole trap with trapping frequencies ωx,y,z = 2π·(150,150,120) Hz.
There is more than one way to adiabatically load the atoms into the quasimo-
mentum minimum, but considering the lifetime limitations of the atoms within the
Raman coupling from spontaneous emission, the fastest route is the best because it
leaves the most atoms for subsequent experiments. The safest and most adiabatic
method (not the fastest) is to first load the atoms into a ‘trivial’ vector potential
by having the atoms already prepared in the quasimomentum minimum of the band
before the Raman coupling is turned on (i.e. for |mF = 0, p = q = 0〉, qmin = 0 when
δ = 0Er) and then the Raman coupling can be turned on relatively quickly because
the turn on will not change the minimum and not apply any synthetic fields. How-
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Figure 5.3.: Adiabatic vector potentials in TOF. Synthetic vector potentials measured by adiabatically loading the
BEC into the dressed band structure minimum (Ω = 6.5Er) by increasing the Raman coupling strength slowly (15ms). To
measure the bare spin and momentum components of the dressed states, all of the lasers are abruptly turned off. Then
momentum is mapped onto position during 15ms TOF and the spins are Stern Gerlach separated horizontally by an applied
magnetic field gradient.
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After this trivial turn on, the band can be altered slowly (by changing the detuning
or Raman coupling) and the atoms can be loaded into a nontrivial synthetic vector
potential at various quasimomentum minima. To adiabatically load the BEC in to
the Raman dressed band minimum, the ramp time during which the band is altered
must be slow enough to prevent oscillations of the BEC in the optical trap. As we
will see later through explicit measurement of synthetic electric fields, the fastest
‘adiabatic’ ramp time is when the ramp is just longer than the period of the external
trap tAR & ttrap. The ramp time must also be slow enough to prevent excitation to
the first excited band.
For the quickest but not always most adiabatic route, these two stages can be
combined and the turn on stage and the altering from the trivial vector potential
to the nontrivial vector potential stage happen at almost the same time. This just
requires that care be taken to verify the atoms remain in the final vector potential
without subsequent oscillations, by measuring their entire quasimomentum trajectory
before, during, and after the ramp.
To measure the atom’s quasimomentum and to verify that the BEC is adiabatically
loaded into the quasimomentum minimum, all of the lasers are quickly turned off in
0.1ms. This projects the Raman dressed state onto it’s bare spin and momentum
components. The bare momentum states of the Raman dressed BEC (offset from
each other by 2 photon recoils, 2~krey) translate as they fall during 15ms TOF,
mapping their initial velocity in the trap onto position after TOF, Fig. 5.3. The
bare spin states are imaged separately by applying magnetic field gradients which
Stern Gerlach separate the spins during TOF allowing them to be imaged separately.
The atoms are absorption imaged and the momentum densities are analyzed using
Matlab to identify the locations of the peaks of the clouds. To confirm the BEC
was adiabatically loaded, the momentum of the peak density of the BEC after TOF
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Figure 5.4.: Adiabatic vector potentials compared to theory. Synthetic vector
potentials measured for various Raman coupling strengths (Ω) and detunings (δ)
plotted with the theoretical band structure minima, confirming adiabaticity.
Since the parameters Ω and δ are independently known from the Raman Rabi oscil-
lations described in the last chapter, we can compare the theoretical quasimomentum
minimum calculated from their bandstructure with the measured quasimomentum of
the BEC with no free parameters. If there are any deviations and atoms are not at
rest in the quasimomentum minimum, the ramp time of vector potential may be too
fast (applying synthetic electric fields) and the atoms may be undergoing momentum
oscillations within the trap, which can be checked by measuring the quasimomentum
of the atoms before, during, and after the ramp.
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This experiment of loading the BEC into the band minimum can be repeated
many times, using either δ or ΩR to vary and control the synthetic constant vector
potential. In the single minimum regime we usually start by sweeping out the range
of vector potentials possible as function of detuning. Then, this detuning sweep is
repeated for different ΩR to verify the band structures all match and are being loaded
adiabatically, Fig.5.4.
5.4 Constant Spin-dependent Synthetic Vector Potentials
For low coupling strengths (Ω < 4.5Er) we can measure the quasimomentum min-
ima of the spin orbit coupled band structure by adiabatically increasing and then
decreasing ΩR in 30ms while holding δSO ∼ 0. If the ramp is slow, the atom’s quasi-
momentum will follow the quasimomentum minima of the SOC bands. To measure
the quasimomentum of the atoms, the Raman lasers and the optical trap are quickly
turned off, projecting the dressed atoms into their bare spin and momentum basis of
the Hamiltonian. One technical detail for SOC, is that during the ramp of Ω we must
compensate for the light shifts on the mF = 0 state from increasing ΩR by lowering
the magnetic field and increasing δ, this ensures that the energy difference of the
two minima is zero and defines the spin orbit detuning, δSO = E↑(k↑,min)−E↓(k↓,min).
Otherwise, if δSO 6= 0, the atoms will transfer to the lower energy well of the spin orbit
band structure. Also, it should be noted that the interactions of the spins (explicitly
measured in the next chapter) allow these ramps to be faster than usual because
relative momentum oscillations are quickly damped.
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Figure 5.5.: Adiabatic spin vector potentials. a Spin orbit coupled band structures for increasing Raman coupling ΩR
and δSO = 0 b TOF images of both spins merging as the Raman coupling ΩR is increased through the Spin orbit coupled
regime into a single quasimomentum minimum. c Quasimomentum of each spin plotted vs the theoretical Spin-orbit coupled
band structure minima as the Raman coupling is adiabatically ramped up. The small shift of the merged quasimomentum
minima from zero reflects the effect of the 3rd (mF = 1) state.
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5.5 Synthetic Electric Fields
Now that we have measured constant synthetic vector potentials by slowly chang-
ing them, we can change them in time quickly to create synthetic electric fields and
measure the dynamics of the subsequent momentum oscillations. The electric field
applied to the BEC is proportional to the rate of change of the spin vector potential
( ~Eσ ∝ ∆
~Aσ
tE
) which is controlled by both the electric field ramp time (tE) and the
change in the spin vector potentials ∆ ~Aσ.
There are two parameters which control the vector potentials, the detuning δ and
the Raman coupling strength Ω. Varying either can alter the dressed band structure,
moving it’s minimum and changing the vector potential. The first demonstration of
synthetic electric fields used the detuning to move the dressed band minimum, change
the synthetic vector potential and apply synthetic electric fields [54]. We have also
reproduced this result using a similar procedure. We load a BEC into the dressed
band structure, quickly change the detuning and observe momentum oscillations of
the BEC about the new dressed band minimum.
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Figure 5.6.: Synthetic Electric Fields. a, momentum vs time of BEC after electric
fields applied with different changes of detuning (ΩR = 5Er, tE=0.3ms, effective trap
frequency f∗y=116Hz). b, The amplitude of resulting BEC momentum oscillations
increases with stronger applied electric fields (larger changes in detuning).
Figure 5.6 shows that larger changes in the detuning create larger synthetic electric
fields and result in larger momentum oscillations. Next we will change Ω and measure
the resulting oscillations from an applied synthetic electric field. The dynamics of the
atoms within the trap are the same as a classical harmonic oscillator accelerated to
a nonzero final velocity. As tE is increased greater than τtrap the ramp becomes more
adiabatic and the spins will follow the quasimomentum minimum (Fig. 5.7a), similar
to how the ground state of the band structure was measured in Fig. 5.4.
We perform these ramps for different times (tE) in a polarized SOC with only
a ↓ spin BEC and measure the resulting momentum oscillation amplitudes (kamp)
in Fig. 5.7c. The theory curve includes the nonlinear change of A↓ (ΩR ) (the
quasimomentum minima of the band structures (Fig. 5.7b)) and gives the correct
trajectory of the atoms within the trap for various ramp times (tE) of the same ∆ΩR.
Another way to control the spin oscillation amplitude (kamp) from the spin dependent
electric field is to vary the change in Raman coupling (∆ΩR) controlling the change in
each spins vector potential (∆ ~Aσ) (Fig. 5.7d). Holding ΩR constant creates no forces
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and no oscillations (kamp = 0) and turning ΩR completely off generates the strongest
synthetic electric fields and largest oscillations.
The oscillation amplitude (kamp) of the polarized ↓ state is plotted in red (Fig.
5.7d) after changing ΩR from 3.5 Er to various final values in ramp time (tE = 2ms).
The theoretical change in the vector potential (red band) is calculated for each change
in ΩR and shows good agreement. Now that we have control of the synthetic electric
fields in the polarized band structures we can explore and compare to spin electric
fields when δSO = 0 in spin mixed cases. The next chapter will describe experiments







































































Figure 5.7.: Electric field to adiabatic (spin polarized). a, The synthetic vector
potential of the atoms can be controlled through the dressed band minimum by
changing the Raman coupling strength. If ΩR is changed in ramp time (tE) the band
minimum moves and the atoms will experience a force towards the band minimum or
equivalently a synthetic electric field (E↓ ∝ ∆kmintE ). b, The electric field amplitude can
be controlled with ∆Ω. Starting from ΩI = 3.5Er smaller electric fields can be created
by lowering Ω to larger ΩF. This decreases the change of the vector potential and
therefore the amplitude of the subsequent BEC oscillations. c, The best compromise
between fast and adiabatic ramps are when the ramp time tE is just larger than the
trap period. The measured oscillations (circles) match a numerical model (line) of a
harmonic oscillator. d, As the electric field ramp time (tE) becomes slower the atoms
follow the band minimum more and more adiabatically after tE > ttrap.
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6. Spin Dipole Mode in Spin-Orbit Coupled BECs
“Yes Bray, I think that would probably be a good experiment.”
– Walter Brattain to Ralph Bray
Understanding the effects of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on spin transport is impor-
tant for application of spin based technologies ranging from spintronics [94] to spin
qubits and for better understanding phenomena such as the spin Hall effect [95, 96]
and topological insulators [97, 98]. However, this is challenging in solid state materi-
als because of the lack of tunability and complications from impurities. Cold atom
systems provide attractive opportunities to bring new insights to this problem due
to their cleanliness, tunability [16] and ability to simulate SOC [56, 62]. Here, we
report an experimental study of the effects of synthetic SOC on the spin transport
of disorder-free, interacting atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs). We generate
spin-dependent synthetic electric fields and actuate head-on collisions between two
BECs with different spins in a trap, by dynamically lowering the strength of the
Raman coupling used to create the synthetic SOC. This excites a spin-dipole mode
and thus an alternating spin current. We find that the spin current relaxes through
collision-induced thermalization of the BEC in the absence of SOC, however, in the
presence of SOC, the relaxation is driven by strongly enhanced damping of the BEC
momentum. The observed momentum damping is in good agreement with numerical
simulations using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). Our experiments may provide
new insights for understanding and controlling spin transport and spin decoherence





















Figure 6.1.: Spin Dependent Electric Fields; Experimental setup. a, Raman
beams counter-propagating along ey with frequencies ωR and ωR + ∆ωR couple mF
hyperfine sublevels (spin states, b) of 87Rb. A magnetic field applied along ez Zeeman
splits the sublevels by ~ωZ ∼ h× 3.5 MHz and controls the detuning δR.
The study of quantum transport of various types of carriers (charge, spin, valley,
atom, etc.) plays a crucial role in many important condensed matter phenomena and
their applications. In the past decade, great efforts have been made on understanding
spin transport in semiconductors in light of the discovery of spin Hall effects [96] and
topological insulators [97] and because spin coherence is also essential for many spin
based technologies, from spintronics [94] to spin qubits. Spin decoherence is a major
issue limiting the application of spin current in solid state materials with SOC because
it shortens the spin coherence length in spintronic devices. SOC also reduces the spin
coherence time of spin qubits, limiting their fidelity and practical application for
quantum computing. These experiments allow us to study BEC formation kinetics
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and relaxation of large-amplitude oscillations as well as their dressed behavior in the
presence of synthetic spin-orbit interactions [99].
Small amplitude momentum excitations of interacting BECs were first measured
using pulsed radio frequency radiation [100, 101] to spin flip atoms. Large ampli-
tude momentum excitations required the large momentum transfer of optical pulses,
either from optical lattices or Recoil Induced Resonant Raman transitions [102]. Fur-
ther, optical lattices allowed these large amplitude oscillations to be studied in one
dimension where they can be made dissipationless (free from thermalization) [103].
Previous ultracold atom experiments have observed spin current relaxation (and
studied phenomena such as spin drag from atom-atom interactions) with fermions
near Feshbach resonances [34] and thermal bosons [104]. Recently, the engineering of
synthetic gauge potentials using Raman coupling [50, 51] has allowed the generation
of synthetic electric [54] and magnetic fields [53], making neutral atoms behave like
charged particles. It has also allowed the creation of synthetic SOC in bosonic [56,
59, 65, 85, 105] and fermionic atoms [57, 58]. Synthetic magnetic and spin-dependent
magnetic fields have even been used to demonstrate superfluid Hall [55] and spin Hall
effects [63] in BECs.
In this chapter, I will describe experiments which investigate spin transport and
the accompanied spin current damping and thermalization in spin-orbit coupled
BECs, focusing on the effects of SOC and many-body interactions. Because of the
bosonic nature of the system all atoms occupy the same ground state at low temper-
ature, and therefore the spin transport and relaxation physics can be very different
from their counterpart in electronic solid state materials. Also, instead of traditional
methods used in solid state for spin current, here spin current is generated by ap-
plying spin-dependent electric fields, which are implemented by quickly lowering the
synthetic spin-orbit coupling strength in time. This actuates large amplitude mo-
mentum oscillations of each spin BEC in opposite directions. We probe the resulting
spin transport by measuring the time evolution of the velocities and densities of each
spin component. We observe spin current relaxation during the collision of the spin
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BECs from bare many-body interactions as well as enhanced relaxation in the pres-
ence of SOC. The two spin BECs relax to rest in their new band-minima in time
τdamp, damping faster with increasing Raman coupling Ω within the range of param-
eters studied here (see also next chapter). These spin current relaxation processes
are also accompanied by the excitation of thermal atoms from the BECs, which can
lead to the thermalization of the BECs. Surprisingly, we find that spin-orbit coupling
increases the spin current relaxation rate but excites less thermalization.
In our experiment we create 87Rb BECs in F=1 states with up to ∼ 104 atoms in a
crossed beam optical dipole trap [66] with trap frequencies ωx,y,z ∼ 2π×(150,150,120)
Hz. We couple the hyperfine spin states (Zeeman split by a bias magnetic field)
|mF = −1〉=|↓〉 and |mF = 0〉=|↑〉 using counter-propagating Raman laser beams (Fig.6.1a)
[85] with strength Ω to create synthetic one dimensional (1D) SOC [50,52] along the
y-direction (unit vector ey), similar to previous experiments [51, 56, 59, 65]. The
|mF = 1〉 state is shifted up from Raman resonance by the quadratic Zeeman shift
and can be neglected to approximately describe the system using the 2-level SOC
Hamiltonian:
HSO =





(q − kr)2 + δ2
 (6.1)
The Raman laser is set to the ‘magic’ wavelength (λ ≈ 790 nm) detuned from both
the D1 and D2 resonances. The wavelength sets the photon recoil: momentum ~kr =
2π~/λey, velocity vr = ~kr/m = 6 mm/s and energy Er = ~2k2r/2m = h × 3.7 kHz,
where m is the mass of 87Rb and ~ is the reduced Planck constant. A dressed state is
an eigenstate of eqn.(6.1), labeled by quasimomentum q, and is a superposition of the
bare spin and momentum states |↑,k = q − kr〉 and |↓,k = q + kr〉. The eigenvalues
of (6.1), E+(q) and E−(q), define the excited and ground dressed SOC bands. For Ω
below a critical Ωc, E−(q) exhibits double minima at quasimomentum qσmin (where
σ labels spin or dressed spin component), which represent spin dependent vector
potentials (Aσ) [63], tuned by Ω (Fig.5.5). In this double minima regime, the detuning
δ is the energy difference between qσmin, δ = E−(q↑min)−E−(q↓min) and differs slightly
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from the Raman detuning δR = ω2 − ω1 − ωZ (controlled by an external magnetic
field) because of the Ω dependent shift caused by the excluded |mF = 1〉 state.
It is important to note that our quadratic Zeeman shift is not large enough to
completely ignore the third |mF = 1〉 state and use the 2-state SOC Hamiltonian,
eqn.(6.1), but its effect can be easily compensated for. For example in the SOC
“double-minima” regime, the relative energy between the double-wells of the lowest
dressed band (the detuning δ = E(q↑min)− E(q↓min)) depends slightly on Ω because
of the light shift from the neglected |mF = 1〉 state, which lowers the energy of the
dressed band near |mF = 0〉. This also causes the actual transition between single
minimum and double minima to occur at Ωc = 4.5Er rather than at Ωc = 4.0Er as




Therefore, we use the full three state Hamiltonian to calculate the band structure and
the SOC detuning δ, which we monitor by maintaining the spin populations between
|↑′〉 and |↓′〉. We prepare the BECs within the minima qσmin, thus imposing the spin
dependent vector potentials (Aσ), by ramping on Ω slowly. We have also observed the
well known transition from “double minima” (with spin-dependent vector potentials)
to “single minimum” regime (with spin independent vector potentials).
6.2 Generating Spin Dependent Electric Fields
To generate spin-dependent synthetic electric fields Eσ, we make the above spin-
dependent vector potentials time dependent [63]. For example, starting with an
initial coupling strength of ΩI = 5Er, where the BEC is in the single minimum of
the ground SOC dressed band (Fig.6.2), we then quickly lower Ω to a final value ΩF
into the “double-minima” regime (where dashed lines in Fig.6.2 trace the opposite
trajectories ofA↑′ andA↓′) in time tE (1 ms unless otherwise specified, slow enough to
avoid higher band excitations but fast compared to the trap frequencies), generating
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Figure 6.2.: Generating Spin Dependent Electric Fields; Experimental setup
and timing. a, Experimental timing: the Raman coupling (Ω) is slowly ramped up
to an initial value ΩI during the first 15 ms, then quickly lowered to a final coupling ΩF
in time tE (1 ms unless otherwise specified), all while maintaining the spin polarization
(controlled by the 2 state detuning δ, see text). The atoms are held in the trap for
time thold and released for imaging after 15 ms time-of-flight (TOF). b, TOF images of
BECs prepared at representative couplings Ω. c, Lowest dressed band with synthetic
SOC calculated for a few representative couplings Ω. The band minima in quasi-
momentum represent spin dependent vector potentials (Aσ), which shift in opposite
directions as Ω is lowered (in the double minima regime), generating spin dependent






(Fig.6.2). During the experiment the detuning δ is maintained at
a fixed value (0 Er for the example shown in Fig.6.2).
After the opposite spin dependent synthetic electric fields are applied, the spins
begin opposite quasimomentum oscillations within the optical trap about their new
quasimomentum minima. The amplitude of their initial momentum oscillations are
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equal to the displacement of their quasimomentum minimum (kamp = ∆qmin). These
oscillations create a BEC spin dipole mode with spin momentum current but no net
mass current (Fig.6.3).
To observe the momentum oscillations we turn off all of the lasers in 0.1ms, apply
a magnetic field gradient to Stern Gerlach separate the bare spins along ez and
then measure their positions after 15ms TOF. Repeating the experiment with longer
hold times (thold) in the optical trap allows us to observe the time evolution of the
momentum, spin and density.
6.3 Bare spin current
We will start by analyzing the initial dynamics (thold <15ms) of the bare spin
BECs after applied spin electric fields. Our first example (Fig.6.3) is the most simple
case of opposite spin electric fields applied to two spins, with the Raman coupling
lowered from the ‘single minimum’ regime (ΩI > Ωc) to the bare double minima
regime (ΩF = 0Er). We will focus on the initial dynamics of the spin BECs first and
discuss the long time dynamics and thermalization later.
Figure 6.3a shows TOF images taken after representative hold times thold in the
trap following the application of spin dependent synthetic electric fields (ramping Ω
from ΩI = 5Er to ΩF = 0Er). The corresponding 1D momentum densities (shown as
color scale) for both spin components plotted as functions of the momentum (k) along
the SOC direction (ey) and thold are shown in Fig.6.3b. For the case of ΩF = 0Er
(bare BEC, Fig.6.3), the data shows two spinor BECs (which are the bare spin com-
ponents of the initially dressed BEC at ΩI = 5Er) oscillating in opposite directions
about zero momentum k = 0 (or equivalently, around the corresponding two minima
in the SOC ground band E−(qσmin) in quasimomentum space). Such out-of-phase os-
cillations between two spin components constitute the spin dipole mode (SDM) [106]
in the trap, resulting in an AC spin current. The oscillations are seen to proceed rel-
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Figure 6.3.: Spin-dependent electric fields creating Bare (without SOC) spin
dipole mode and AC spin current. TOF images taken after applying synthetic
spin dependent electric fields with δ = 0Er,ΩI = 5Er, tE = 0.1 ms and ΩF = 0Er a,
bare BEC) followed by various hold times (thold) in the optical dipole trap (showing
atoms with spin |↓〉 in red and those with spin |↑〉 in blue). b, Integrated momentum
densities (shown in color intensity for each panel: blue/upper for atoms with spin
|↑〉 and red/lower for those with spin |↓〉) as functions of momentum (left axis, with
corresponding velocity v plotted on right axis) and thold (bottom axis), for TOF
images in a.
oscillations are nearly damped out by 30 ms, when we also observe almost complete
thermalization of the BEC (as seen in the disappearance of the central condensate
peaks in both the TOF images and momentum densities).
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In figure 6.3b (and later density plots) the 1D momentum density of the spins
is plotted to show the momentum oscillations as well as the BEC fraction during
thermalization. To create these plots the TOF images (Fig. 6.3a) were cut into two
halves, one for each spin, and then integrated perpendicularly to the direction of
the Raman beams and the spin current, ρσ(ky) =
∫
ρσ(kz, ky)dkz (Fig.6.1a). Then
these integrated 1D atomic momentum densities for sequential hold times (thold) were
combined to create a 2D map of atomic density in momentum space along the SOC
direction vs. time. Similar procedures were also applied for the corresponding GPE
simulation data to generate the simulated time dependent 1D momentum densities
shown in Fig.6.15.
6.4 SOC dressed spin current and enhanced damping
Next we measure the spin transport properties of BECs dressed by the spin-orbit
Raman coupling (ΩF 6= 0Er). The two dressed spin BECs are again adiabatically
prepared in initial Raman coupling (ΩI = 5Er) which is then quickly lowered to
ΩF = 0.5Er in tE=1ms. For the case of ΩF = 0.5Er (Fig.6.4bd), the small value of ΩF
only slightly dresses the BEC (i.e. each dressed spinor BEC is still dominated by the
corresponding bare spin component) and the initial amplitude (∆k) of the momentum
oscillations (set by the displacement of the quasimomentum minima qσmin(ΩF) −
qσmin(ΩI) due to the spin-dependent electric fields) is nearly the same as that for the
bare case (∆k = 2kr, see Fig.5.5). Despite these small differences in parameters, the
oscillations are strongly damped, barely completing one period and mostly damping
out in 10 ms. However, we observe much less thermalization with substantial BEC
fraction remaining up to 30 ms.
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Figure 6.4.: Spin-dependent electric fields creating Dressed (with SOC) spin
dipole mode and AC spin current. a, TOF images taken after applying synthetic
spin dependent electric fields with δ = 0Er,ΩI = 5Er, tE = 1 ms and ΩF = 0.5Er, to a
dressed BEC followed by various hold times (thold) in the optical dipole trap (showing
atoms with spin |↓〉 in red and those with spin |↑〉 in blue). b, Integrated momentum
densities (shown in color intensity for each panel: blue/upper for atoms with spin
|↑〉 and red/lower for those with spin |↓〉) as functions of momentum (left axis, with
corresponding velocity v plotted on right axis) and thold (bottom axis).
6.4.1 Analysis of Momentum Damping
To quantify the damping of the BEC momentum oscillations, we fit the observed
momentum oscillations during the first three trap periods to focus on the shorter time















extract the inverse quality factor 1
Q
as well as the 95% confidence intervals which
determine the uncertainty. For spin mixed cases we were able to fit the damping of
the spin dipole mode using the difference of each BECs’ momentum (kspin = k↑−k↓).
For spin polarized cases (when there is only one spin component), the momentum of
the absent spin component is taken as zero. In the spin mixed cases (δ = 0Er), we
also verified that fitting the momentum oscillations of each spin component separately
gives the same 1
Q
as fitting the oscillations of the relative momentum.
We choose to identify the inverse quality factor ( 1
Q
) as our dimensionless metric
of damping, which for underdamped cases is equal to the ratio of the trap period and





damped oscillations have an inverse quality factor of 1
Q
= 2. For ΩF = 0 and 0.5Er
studied in Fig.6.3 and Fig.6.4, we obtained 1
Q
=0.1 and 1.1 respectively (corresponding
to damping time τdamp = ttrapQ/π values of 24ms and 2ms.
We can also measure the damping as a function of the final Raman Coupling
strength ΩF. Figure 6.5, shows representative oscillations of the relative momentum




increases for larger final Raman coupling strength (ΩF), going from underdamped
when ΩF = 0Er to overdamped for ΩF > 1Er.
6.5 Damping Phase Diagram
Now that we’ve looked at a few key cases, we will map out the dependence of the
damping on ΩF and δ. The detuning (δ) controls the balance of the band structures
and thus the relative populations of each spin BEC. The Raman coupling strength
(Ω) controls the SOC strength and the dressed spin interactions [56].
Fig.6.6 presents this more systematic study of the damping of the momentum
oscillations as functions of both ΩF and δ. This data set was measured at various

























































Figure 6.5.: Spin momentum damping ( 1
Q
) vs. ΩF. The relative momentum
(kspin = k↑ − k↓) of the BECs as they oscillate within the optical trap after applied
spin electric fields (ΩI = 5Er → ΩF, δ = 0Er). The oscillations of bare BECs
(ΩF=0Er) are shown in a and dressed cases with increasing ΩF are shown in b-f. The
experimental data (scatter) is fit to a damped harmonic oscillator model (line) to
extract the inverse quality factor of the oscillation ( 1
Q
).
to various ΩF. Note for small δ, the experiment starts at ΩI = 3.9Er with two dressed
BECs occupying the double minima of the ground SOC dressed band. At comparable
ΩF, the momentum oscillations in this case have a smaller initial amplitude, but
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Figure 6.6.: Damping of spin current vs Raman detuning and final Raman
coupling 2D phase diagram showing damping ( 1
Q
) measured for various δ and ΩF,
ΩI = 3.9Er.
Additional measurements confirm that the damping ( 1
Q
) is mainly controlled by ΩF
and is not strongly dependent on ΩI (see Fig.6.14). We again find that the damping
measured by 1
Q
increases for larger ΩF.
Varying the detuning δ causes the spin polarization P to change. The spin po-






(where Nσc is the population of each
condensate spin component). During the damping measured in Fig.6.6, the polar-
ization was calculated by averaging the spin component populations over at least 2
trap periods. The polarization is constant during this time as long as the detuning
(δ) is held constant (this often requires adjusting the bias magnetic field to actively
compensate for the light shift from the mF=+1 state).
We observe that 1
Q
monotonically decreases for increasing |δ|. The strongest damp-
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plotted for the cases shown in Figure 6.6.
lations collide (Fig.6.6a). For sufficiently large |δ| , the atoms become spin polarized
(Fig.6.6c) and there is only one bare (or dressed) spinor BEC exhibiting dipole mode
oscillation. We observe that without a collision partner these polarized cases exhibit
very small damping (Fig.6.11; another control experiment with 2 dressed BECs un-
dergoing ‘common-mode’, in-phase dipole oscillations without collisions also reveal
very small damping, Fig.6.13).
We have also collaborated with Chunlei Qu and Professor Chaunwei Zhang from
the University of Texas at Dallas, who performed numerical simulations based on
the three-dimensional (3D) time dependent GPE, using similar parameters as in the
experiments. The 1
Q
extracted from the GPE simulations (Fig.6.6b) show excellent
qualitative agreement with the experiment measurements.
Figure 6.8 shows bare spin BECs colliding without SOC (ΩF = 0Er). We see
that the nonlinear interaction between the different atomic spin components causes
atoms to be incoherently scattered into a thermal background which remains in the
trap. We can measure this through the BEC fraction, which damps exponentially
with a time constant τn = 7.5ms ± 2.5ms. As the BEC density decays so does the
spin current, giving a spin current inverse quality factor of 1
Qn
= 1 ± 0.3. As spins
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oscillate within the trap they scatter with each other into the thermal background.
Any spins which haven’t scattered with the other spin continue to coherently oscillate
within the trap. Eventually all coherence of the initial spin dipole mode is gone and
only a thermal background of atoms remain in the optical trap. Thus the momentum
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Figure 6.8.: Bare Spin Current Thermalization. a, 1D momentum density dis-
tribution map vs thold for each spin. b, TOF image at longer time of the same bare
spin oscillations shown in (Fig. 6.3) . A side peak (marked by arrows) can be noted
in the image and 1D momentum density and may represent spin flip collisions (equiv-
alently, back-scattering of momentum) that can create out-of-phase oscillations of the
same spin which is clearly seen in GPE simulations (Fig. 6.15). c, After 30ms the
atoms are completely thermal.
6.6 In-situ Position
The previous analysis has been focused on momentum space, measured after TOF
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Figure 6.9.: Comparison of Experimental and GPE simulations position difference of
the spin BECs (yspin = y↑ − y↓) oscillation damping vs final Raman coupling (ΩF).
The experimental position is found by integrating the TOF momentum oscillations.
dynamics in-situ experimentally. However, since the experimental measurements of
integrated momentum matches very well with numerical simulation(Fig.6.9), we can
use the real space information of the wave function from simulation to help understand
the damping mechanisms. The spin-dependent in-situ (real space) density profiles of
the BECs during the SDM as calculated from the GPE simulations have provided
important additional insights to better understand the mechanisms for the SDM
momentum damping and its enhancement in dressed BECs.
Fig.6.10a shows the initial BEC with ΩI = 5.0Er in the trap just before the spin
dependent electric fields are applied. The results are consistent with the dressed
state at ΩI = 5.0Er (located at the single minimum of ground SOC band) being an
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Figure 6.10.: Spin-dependent in-situ (real space) atomic density from GPE
simulations. a, Initial in-situ density at Ω = ΩI (before applying spin dependent
electric field). b-d, In-situ density after the application of spin dependent electric
fields and thold = 1.3ms for (b) ΩF = 0.0Er, (c) 0.25Er and (d) 0.5Er respectively.
For (a-d) density is designated by brightness and the bare spin polarization by color
(red:↓, blue:↑, white:equal spin populations). ΩI = 5Er and δ = 0Er for the simula-
tions.
space densities of the BECs after they are held in the trap for thold = 1.3ms= ttrap/5
following the application of spin-dependent electric fields with three different ΩF.
As the Raman coupling increases (Fig.6.10c and d), we observe smaller portion of
atoms (the fully separated spin components marked by the white arrows) participat-
ing in the coherent SDM. Concomitantly, an increasing portion of atoms appear to
get “stuck” at the trap center and form prominent standing wave patterns, which we
interpret as density modulations formed by the interference between the two dressed
BEC wavefunctions, when the dressed spin states (|↑′〉 and |↓′〉) are no longer orthog-
onal in the presence of SOC [107]. Such interference and density modulations lead
to increased repulsive interaction energy, exciting a breathing mode (as well as other
collective modes of the condensates) [108, 109] and strongly damping the BEC mo-
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mentum (converting center of mass kinetic energy into collective excitations). This
halts the collisions between the BECs and the collision-induced thermalization, such
that significant BEC fractions remain even when the spin current is fully relaxed.
However, in the bare case (ΩF = 0Er, Fig.6.10b),the two bare spin states are orthog-
onal and there is no interference between the two spinor BECs and the momentum
damping is very weak. However, repeated atomic collisions lead to thermalization
that relaxes the spin current (after thermalization, momentum damping is expected
due to friction between the thermal clouds [110]).
Previous work has found that increasing Ω drives a miscible to immiscible tran-
sition at Ω ∼ 0.2Er [56, 111, 112] for a mixture of stationary (ground state) dressed
spinor SOC BECs located at the (δ = 0) SOC band double minima (qmin ∼ ±kr).
This transition results from the modification of dressed spin-dependent atomic in-
teractions due to SOC [56]. We do not observe qualitatively different behaviors in
our experimental results for Ω above or below 0.2Er. We note that SOC-modified
effective interactions and miscibility physics are likely to be very different for moving
(and colliding) dressed BECs (where q can be far away from qmin, giving different
spin compositions) compared to the stationary case. More work is needed to better
understand such effects and how they may influence the SDM.
6.7 Dressed Interactions
In our spin transport experiments we observe relaxation from bare many-body
interactions as well as enhanced relaxation from SOC dressed many-body interactions.
The two spin components of BEC relax to their new band-minima in time τd, damping
faster with increasing Raman coupling Ω and nonlinear interactions (density).
It has also been observed that the increased dressed spin interactions leads to
a miscible/immiscible phase transition at Ω = 0.2Er [56]. For Ω < 0.2Er, the two
spin states are miscible and for Ω > 0.2Er, they are immiscible. However, we do
not see a dramatic transition in the damping behavior near Ω = 0.2Er. Further this
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effect would be density independent but the observed damping increases with higher
density.
6.8 Control Experiments
Here are some control experiments we performed to try and isolate the mechanisms















Figure 6.11.: Bare Spin Current for Polarized BEC. The 1D momentum density
(spin |↑〉 and |↓〉components plotted in upper and lower panels respectively) of a spin-
polarized (|↓〉) BEC without SOC undergoing dipole oscillations. The oscillations
show very weak damping ( 1
Q
<0.1) when ΩF = 0Er (ΩI = 3.5Er, δ = 0.4Er).
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6.8.1 Dipole oscillations of Spin Polarized Bare BEC.
If a synthetic electric field is applied to a polarized bare spin BEC in the optical
trap (Fig.6.11) the BEC will undergo dipole oscillations with very little damping
1
Q
< 0.1 and very little thermalization within the time scale (80ms) of this experiment.
The BEC is prepared in a polarized state by increasing the detuning (δ = 0.4Er)
during the adiabatic state preparation. Then the synthetic electric field is applied by
turning off the Raman coupling (ΩI = 5Er → ΩF = 0Er) in tE=1ms. The resulting































Figure 6.12.: Polarized Dressed spin with weak damping ( 1
Q
=0.5) and weak thermal-
ization (ΩI = 6Er,ΩF = 2Er, δ = 0.4Er).
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6.8.2 Dressed Polarized oscillations
Next we applied an electric field to a polarized spin that remained dressed by



















Figure 6.13.: Mass Current without spin current from common-mode dipole
oscillations of SOC dressed BECs. The 1D momentum densities for two SOC
BECs (ΩF = 1Er) of different dressed spin states undergoing in-phase dipole oscilla-
tions, showing very little damping. These (“common-mode”) oscillations along the
SOC (and gravity) direction (ey) are actuated by a transient change in optical trap
power. The 1D momentum densities show that there is no spin current, only mass




6.8.3 Common mode oscillations of two dressed spinor BECs
We also excited a ‘common-mode’ dipole oscillation of two SOC dressed BECs
(equal populations |↑〉 and |↓〉) by ramping our optical trap power down (during
which the two dressed BECs fall under gravity) and back up in 1ms (Fig.6.13). This
applies the same force to both spin components and actuates an in-phase common-
mode dipole oscillation of the two SOC dressed BECs, creating mass current without
any spin current, therefore also no collisions between the two BECs. As they are
held in the trap, their common oscillations are very weakly damped ( 1
Q
<0.1) with
little thermalization (Fig.6.13) within the time scale (30ms) of this experiment. This
shows spin-orbit coupling alone does not cause the momentum damping (as observed
in Figures 6.4 & 6.6), momentum damping also requires collisions between atoms with
different spins and different momentum.
6.8.4 Momentum Damping vs. ΩI
The spin-dipole-mode (SDM) oscillations in Fig.6.6 are measured with BEC ini-
tially in the double minima regime (ΩI = 3.9Er < Ωc), unlike Fig.6.4 (where the
BEC initially starts in a dressed single minimum, ΩI = 5Er > Ωc), yet we see similar
momentum damping in both cases. This shows that the transition from the single
to double minima regime (as experienced by the later case during the decrease in Ω
to apply spin electric fields) is not a main source of damping. It also shows that the
negative effective mass region (|q| . ±0.1kr, for ΩF = 0.5Er) is not a major source of
damping either, because the atoms don’t go through this region when starting from
a double minimum as in the first case (ΩI = 3.9Er). Measuring the SDM momentum
damping ( 1
Q
) vs. the initial Raman coupling (ΩI) for two different ΩF shows that
the damping depends strongly on ΩF but not on ΩI (Fig.6.14) and therefore is not
strongly dependent on the collision velocity.
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Figure 6.14.: SDM Momentum Damping ( 1
Q
) vs. Initial Collision Velocity.
The momentum damping ( 1
Q
) of the SDM depends strongly on the final Raman cou-
pling strength (ΩF = 0Er for black dots, ΩF = 1Er for open circles), but does not
depend strongly on the initial relative collision velocity (∆v, top axis, with corre-
sponding ∆k on bottom axis) tuned by varying the initial Raman coupling ΩI. Solid
(dashed) curves show calculated ΩI vs. ∆v (or ∆k) for ΩF = 0Er (ΩF = 1Er).
6.9 Simulations
Chunlei Qu from the University of Texas Dallas helped us by running simula-
tions of our experiments using the GPE. The GPE simulations have proved vital to
understanding the real space evolution and damping in the weak SOC regime.
6.9.1 Gross-Pitaevskii equation
The dynamical evolution of the BEC is governed by the three-dimensional (3D)
time dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) [23]. To compare with experimental
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a Bare Spin Current Simulation ΩF = 0Er
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Figure 6.15.: GPE simulations of momentum space densities. The 1D mo-
mentum density distributions of the two spin components as a function of hold time
thold for ΩF = 0.0Er (a) and for ΩF = 0.5Er (b) calculated with GPE simulations.
The simulations used Nc = 2 × 104, tE = 1ms and otherwise similar experimental
parameters as in Fig.6.3 and Fig.6.4.
data, we conducted simulations with similar parameters as experiment. We see good
agreement between the experiments and simulations. The GPE of the spin-orbit




Ψ(r, t) = (HSO + Vtrap + Vint)Ψ(r, t), (6.3)















and Vint is the nonlinear interaction term.
Vint =
g↓↓|ψ↓|2 + g↓↑|ψ↑|2 0
0 g↑↑|ψ↑|2 + g↑↓|ψ↓|2,
 (6.5)






. The spin-dependent s-wave scattering lengths for atoms are c0
and c0 + c2, where c2 = −0.46a0 and c0 = 100.86a0 (a0 is the Bohr radius).
The initial states of the spin orbit coupled BEC are obtained either by using
the imaginary time propagation (ITP) method (for single-minimum situation) or by
ramping on the Raman coupling slowly to its desired value in about 15ms (for double-
minima situation). Next we change ΩI to a final value ΩF in time of tE ∼1ms, which
simulates the spin electric field. The dynamics of the BECs are governed by eq(6.3),
during which we calculate the momentum of the two spin components, Fig.6.15.
The simulations are conducted in a cubic mesh with total length of 17µm (which is
divided into 27 grids). The simulation efficiency of the BEC dynamics is improved
by using the operator-splitting method and Fourier transformation. We adopted a
time step less than 5µs to minimize the calculation uncertainties. The momentum of
the wavefunction is calculated from the Fourier transformation of the real space wave
functions.
We have verified the simulations are consistent with experiment by comparing the
simulation momentum (Fig.6.15) to experiment (Fig.6.4) as well as the momentum
damping ( 1
Q
) in Fig.6.6. The simulations also revealed additional interesting features,
such as the appearance of the opposite momentum (“back-scattering”) peak for each
spin component in Fig.6.15, that are not well resolved in our experimental data.
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6.10 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have studied spin transport in BECs without and with SOC by
exciting SDM oscillations in the trap to generate AC spin current, using spin de-
pendent synthetic electric fields created by dynamically changing the Raman SOC.
We observed full relaxation of the spin current in both cases, but driven by different
mechanisms. Without SOC, the SDM is weakly damped and leads to full thermal-
ization of the BEC through repeated collisions between the two spin components
and the spin current relaxation is driven by collision-induced thermalization of the
BEC. The presence of SOC opens a new pathway for the SDM to be converted into
other collective excitations such as breathing mode via the SOC-induced spin mixing
and wavefunction interference between the two dressed spin components, strongly
damping the SDM before it can fully thermalize the BEC.
Our work may provide new insights to understand not only spin transport, such
as generating and controlling spin current in a wide variety of spintronic and atom-
tronic devices, but also evolution of a quantum system and their excitations following
a non-adiabatic parameter change. In our case, the sudden reduction of Ω in the
Hamiltonian eqn.(6.1) excites the SDM, whose relaxation behaviors are shown to be
strongly affected by the SOC. Experiments on SOC BEC, where many parameters
can be controlled in real time, can thus offer rich opportunities to study quantum
dynamics.
Quantum spin dynamics and relaxation remain challenging experimental fron-
tiers and the modifications of these dynamics by SOC are complicated and warrant
further investigation because spin coherence is essential for many spin based tech-
nologies, from spintronics to spin qubits. In solid state materials, SOC contributes
to spin decoherence, which shortens the spin coherence length in spintronic devices
and reduces the spin coherence time of spin qubits, limiting their fidelity and prac-
tical application. Extending our work to the spin dynamics of fermions [61, 113,114]
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and their interplay with momentum oscillations within SOC could help improve spin
coherence in many spin technologies from spintronic devices to spin based atomtron-
ics. Spin-dependent electric fields may also have many applications in spintronics
because they generate spin current without any mass (charge) current, which could
allow independent control of charge and spin currents within devices.
Spin-dependent electric fields also open the door to more precise ultracold atom
spin transport experiments studying quantum dynamics in broad parameter regimes
of collision velocities, timing, spin populations and interaction strengths with appli-
cations in many areas related to spin and atomtronics.
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7. Spin Dipole Mode by Turning Up Raman Coupling
“It’s always the same damn thing! The Density of States!”
– Gabriele F. Giuliani
The spin dependent electric fields created in the previous chapter excited spin-
dipole modes in BECs by decreasing the Raman coupling strength quickly, ∆Ω < 0.
The initial Raman coupling was chosen to be large (approaching the critical double
minima to single minimum transition, ΩI ∼ Ωc) so that a large amplitude spin-dipole
mode was excited within the BEC when the Raman coupling was then lowered to it’s
final value ΩF.
In this chapter, we describe another procedure to excite the spin dipole mode
that we have explored, by increasing the Raman coupling strength Ω. If the Raman
coupling strength was simply increased from ΩI = 0Er to Raman couplings as large
as ΩF = 2Er the spin-dipole mode would still be very small because although the
change in Raman coupling ∆Ω is large the actual change in the spin dependent
vector potentials ∆Aσ would be small.
We also explored this procedure because it avoids the atom loss from spontaneous
scattering during the initial dressed state preparation of the atoms in the Raman
beams (before SDM). Minimizing the time (and intensity) of the Raman beams in-
cident on the atoms, maximizes the atom number. In contrast, the adiabatic turn
up and then spin dipole mode excitation via turn down studied in the last chapter,
allows us to hold the atoms in low Raman intensities during the SDM and decreases
the atom loss during the SDM, thus these two different methods to excite SDM may
possess different advantages.
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Figure 7.1.: Spin Electric Field Turn On Experimental Timing a, The Raman
coupling (Ω) is quickly ramped up to a final value ΩF in time tE = 1ms, while
maintaining the spin polarization (and 2 state detuning δ). The atoms are held in
the trap for a variable time thold and released for imaging after 15ms time-of-flight
(TOF). b, Lowest dressed band with synthetic SOC calculated for a few representative
couplings Ω. The band minima in quasi-momentum represent spin dependent vector
potentials (Aσ), which shift in opposite directions as Ω is raised (starting from the
double minima regime), generating spin dependent synthetic electric fields and thus
spin current.
Therefore, the previous ‘turn down’ procedure is unable to excite large spin-dipole
modes within large final Raman coupling strengths (Ω ∼ Ωc). Instead, the Raman
coupling must be increased quickly instead of decreased. Then the change in the
spin dependent vector potentials Aσ is large and excites a large spin-dipole mode
while allowing the subsequent dynamics of BECs within large final Raman coupling
strengths to be measured. Similar to the old ‘turn down’ procedure, in the ‘turn up’
procedure (Fig.7.1), the Raman coupling strength is quickly changed in time tE ≈ 3ms
applying spin dependent electric fields to the BEC. The BEC is then held in the optical
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trap for a variable time thold and allowed to oscillate and damp. After this hold time
the Raman coupling and the optical trap are quickly turned off, projecting the BEC
onto its bare spin and momentum components and allowing them to fall for 15ms
Time-Of-Flight. During the TOF the spins are separated horizontally by a Stern
Gerlach magnetic field gradient and the momentum of the BEC maps onto position.
The procedure is repeated for sequential thold times to measure the full dynamics of
the spin dipole mode with stronger Raman coupling (ΩF) than that studied in the
previous chapter.
7.2 Spin dipole mode near the critical SOC transition
All of the spin dipole mode damping measurements presented in the previous
chapter were done in the weak spin-orbit coupling regime (ΩF < Ωc). This new ‘turn
on’ procedure allows us to probe the spin transport properties near the transition
between the double minimum and single minimum regimes ΩF ∼ Ωc and in the




spin dipole mode increases as the final Raman coupling strength is increased from
ΩF = 0Er to ΩF = 2Er. To see if this trend continues for even larger final Raman
coupling strengths we must switch to our new ’turn on’ procedure.
As a first case we will consider the damping when the Raman coupling is near to
but below the critical Raman coupling strength (ΩF . Ωc) of the single-minimum-to-
double-minima transition. Figure 7.2a shows the dressed band structure of the final
Raman coupling strength ΩF = 3.9Er and both minima for each dressed spin. With a
relatively small quadratic Zeeman shift (ε = 0.95Er) the third mF = 1 state shifts to
the lowest dressed band slightly and therefore the single-minimum-to-double-minima
transition occurs at Ωc = 4.5Er. After the spin dependent electric field is applied the
dressed BECs begin to move towards their new quasimomentum minima which are
non-zero. Figure7.2b shows the atomic density of each spin state in momentum space
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Figure 7.2.: Spin dipole mode near but below the critical SOC ΩF . Ωc after increas-
ing the Raman coupling from zero. a, Spin electric field and dressed band structure
within the double minima regime (ΩI = 0Er ΩF = 3.9Er δ = 0Er tE = 3ms) just
below the critical SOC strength ΩF . Ωc. b, The momentum of the dressed BECs
are strongly damped within the double minima regime.
after TOF plotted vs. the time thold in the trap. Similar to and as may be expected
from the last chapter, the damping is very strong.
For our next case we will consider the damping when the Raman coupling is ap-
proximately equal to and greater than the critical Raman coupling strength (ΩF & Ωc)
of the single-minimum-to-double-minima transition. Figure 7.3a shows the dressed
band structure of the final Raman coupling strength ΩF = 4.5Er and the single
minimum for each dressed spin. Again the relatively small quadratic Zeeman shift
(ε = 0.95Er) causes the third mF = 1 state to shift the lowest dressed band slightly
and the single-minimum-to-double-minima transition occurs at Ωc = 4.5Er. After
the spin dependent electric field is applied the dressed BECs begin to move towards
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Figure 7.3.: Spin dipole mode at the critical SOC Ωc after increasing the Raman
coupling from zero. a, Spin electric field with final dressed band structure in the
single minimum regime (ΩI = 0Er ΩF = 4.5Er δ = 0Er tE = 3ms) right at the critical
SOC strength ΩF ∼ Ωc. b, The momentum of the BECs are damped within the
single minimum regime.
their new quasimomentum minimum at zero quasimomentum. Figure7.2b shows the
atomic density of each spin in momentum space after TOF plotted vs. the time thold
in the trap. The damping of the spin dipole mode is also strong but less damped
than the the previous case in Fig.7.2.
To further understand the results for both cases we collaborated with Chunlei
Qu and Professor Chaunwei Zhang from the University of Texas at Dallas, who ran
simulations of the GPE for the same parameters as our experiment. Figure 7.4 shows
the measured peak quasimomentum of each spin component of the BEC (scatter) as
well as their GPE simulation (lines) for the case where the Raman coupling is slightly
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Figure 7.4.: Spin Dipole Mode Damping for ΩF . Ωc with GPE simula-
tion. The quasimomentum of the BEC after the applied spin dependent electric field
damps very quickly ( 1
Q
= 1.4) when the final Raman coupling is a little below the
critical Raman coupling strength (ΩF = 3.9Er). Simulation of the GPE with the same
parameters shows similar damping behavior.
below the transition (ΩF . Ωc). The simulations also shows that the spin dipole mode
is strongly damped before completing even one period in the trap. Figure 7.5 shows
the GPE simulation for the case where the Raman coupling is approximately equal to
the critical Raman coupling (ΩF ∼ Ωc). It also shows that while there is still strong
damping of the spin dipole mode, the damping is slightly less than the previous case
with weaker Raman coupling. Unlike the trend measured in the previous chapter (at
weak Raman coupling strengths), the damping measured for strong Raman coupling
decreases as the Raman coupling is increased through the single-minimum-to-double-
minima transition.
To quantitatively measure the damping of each case we will again fit each oscil-
lation to a damped harmonic oscillator model, like in the previous chapter. We saw
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Figure 7.5.: Spin Dipole Mode Damping for ΩF ∼ Ωc with GPE simulation
The quasimomentum of the BEC after the applied spin dependent electric field damps
quickly ( 1
Q
= 0.8) when the final Raman coupling is similar to the critical Raman
coupling strength (ΩF = 4.5Er). Simulation of the GPE with the same parameters
shows the same damping behaviour. It is important to note that the data only
looks like each spin ‘bounces’ off the other. In reality the spin composition of each
initial dressed state switches its majority spin composition as it oscillates due to
spin-momentum locking within the lowest energy band.
in the previous chapter that the spin-momentum damping increased with increasing
final Raman coupling strength (ΩF). However, it is unclear if this increase will con-
tinue at even larger coupling because at a critical Raman coupling strength (Ωc) the
band structure goes through a phase transition from a double minima bandstructure
to a single minimum bandstructure.
Although these results are preliminary they do show that the damping does begin
to decrease as the final Raman coupling keeps increasing (Fig.7.6) through the critical
SOC transition between the double minima and single minimum regimes. Future stud-
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ies will hopefully explore this parameter regime in more detail to better understand
the mechanisms behind the damping. We should note that Ross Williams with Ian
Spielman have measured the scattering halos of colliding Raman dressed BECs [115].
However, they explored Raman coupling strengths above the critical transition. Fu-
ture studies could extend both of these types of experiments (spin dipole mode and
scattering halos) in the regime near and just below the critical transition Ωc.
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Figure 7.6.: Spin Dipole Mode Damping vs. Ω Damping ( 1
Q
) vs. the final
Raman coupling strength ΩF for both the turn down procedure used in the previous
chapter (red ‘down triangles’) , as well as the Raman Turn on Procedure from Fig.7.1
(purple ‘up triangles’). GPE simulations (lines) for both procedures largely captures
the trend of the damping seen in experiment.
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8. Synthetic Magnetic Fields
“So I’m not going to be able to give you an answer to why magnets attract each other,
except to say that they do.”
– Richard Feynman
We have already seen that the synthetic vector potentials created by the Raman
coupling can be changed quickly in time to make synthetic electric fields. It is also
possible to vary the synthetic vector potentials in space to create synthetic magnetic
fields [53]. When a vector potential varies in position such that the curl of the vector
potential is non-zero ∇×A 6= 0, the curl of the vector potential creates a synthetic
magnetic field ∇ × A = B. To vary the synthetic vector potentials in space the
dressed band structure quasimomentum minima from the Raman coupling must be
made to vary in position. This can be done in two ways, either by applying a ‘real’
external magnetic field gradient, which makes the detuning δ(~r) spatially dependent,
or by making the Raman coupling Ω(~r) spatially dependent.
An easy way to apply a magnetic field gradient to our system (and make δ(~r)
spatially dependent) is to turn on the magnetic field gradients used for our magneto-
optical-trap. This was first demonstrated by the NIST group and was used to generate
superfluid vortices within a BEC [53]. They also used synthetic magnetic fields in
combination with forces from an external optical trap to measure a superfluid Hall
effect in a BEC [55]. In the first paper they focused on the ‘smoking gun’ evidence
for magnetic flux, the superfluid vortices in the BEC. However, as shown in the later
superfluid Hall effect paper, the tilt angle and the shearing of the BEC in TOF are





























Figure 8.1.: Synthetic Magnetic Fields from Varying Detuning. a, An applied
external magnetic field gradient with Raman coupling creates spatially dependent
synthetic vector potentials (b) which have a nonzero curl creating synthetic magnetic
fields for the dressed atoms. When an applied ‘real’ magnetic field gradient ∆z
∆δ
makes




by Lindsey LeBlanc et al. [116] expands on the technical details of vortex formation
within BECs.
The synthetic vector potential can also be spatially varied by making the Raman
coupling Ω(~r) spatially dependent via a Raman laser power gradient. The Raman
laser power must vary significantly over the extent of the BEC for appreciable syn-
thetic magnetic field strengths, which means the Raman laser beams must be focused
to sizes not much larger than the BEC size. The smaller the Raman beams can be
focused, the stronger the synthetic magnetic field is. Further, varying the Raman
coupling is the only way to apply spin-dependent synthetic magnetic fields. Spin
dependent magnetic fields were first demonstrated by NIST in their observation of a
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spin Hall effect in BECs [63]. They used the shearing of the BECs to calibrate their
spin dependent magnetic field strengths.












Increasing Raman Coupling →
θ
Figure 8.2.: TOF images of tilted BEC from spatially-and-time-dependent
synthetic vector potentials An applied external magnetic field gradient with Ra-
man coupling creates synthetic magnetic fields for the dressed atoms which tilts them
when turned off.
8.1 BEC cloud shearing from detuning gradient
Although the clearest signature of magnetic flux in a system is vortices, as men-
tioned before, another way to measure synthetic magnetic fields is to measure the tilt
or shear of the BEC after TOF. The shearing of the BEC is caused by the different
momenta of the atoms on each side of the BEC. If the synthetic vector potential varies
across the length of the BEC one side could have a negative momentum and the other
side a positive momentum while occupying the quasimomentum minimum at their
particular locations within the BEC. This is similar to how the constant synthetic
vector potentials were measured in earlier chapters, however in those cases the vector
potentials were uniform over the entire BEC and the entire BEC occupied the same
quasimomentum.
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The procedure to measure the shear from synthetic magnetic field is similar to
the procedure during which the constant vector potentials were measured. The same
constraints on adiabaticity apply but there is an additional means of excitation that
we have to worry about, which is the strength of the synthetic magnetic field. Just as
the constant vector potentials needed to be varied slowly with respect to the external
trapping frequency for the atoms to follow the vector potential adiabatically, so does
the strength of the synthetic magnetic field.
To control the strength of the synthetic magnetic field we apply a real magnetic
field gradient ∂B
∂z
from our MOT coils which creates a gradient in the detuning ∂δ
∂z
within the Raman coupling. This causes the synthetic vector potential A to become
position dependent which induces a synthetic magnetic field on the atoms.









The dependence of the vector potential on position can be calculated from the known
applied real magnetic field gradient ∂B
∂z











For our system we can apply detuning gradients of ∂δ
∂z
∼ 0.3Er/µm. For Raman





, which combined with the detuning gradient creates a curl in the synthetic
vector potential ∂Ay
∂z
= 0.09~kr/µm. This is related to the synthetic magnetic field
through the effective mass of the atoms and converted to familiar units through the
charge of the electron1.
Beff ≈∼ 5Gauss∗ (8.3)
In Figure 8.3 the tilt angle θ of the BEC is plotted vs. time, during a 15ms ramp
of the Raman coupling strength (Ω). At t = 0ms the BEC starts at rest within
1*synthetic equivalent
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the trap with various external magnetic field gradients applied. Then the Raman
coupling Ω is ramped on slowly in 15ms. The atoms do not respond immediately as
the Raman coupling is ramped on, instead they slowly tilt and reach an equilibrium
point. Fig.8.3 shows how they all start at the same tilt angle and over the course of
5ms reach equilibrium.
All of these tilt angles are measured after TOF, after also turning off the Raman
beams rapidly. Therefore, this tilt is also a result of the spatially dependent electric
field from turning off the spatially dependent vector potential.
























Figure 8.3.: Tilt angle measured as a function of time after an applied external
magnetic field creates synthetic magnetic fields for the dressed atoms. Multiple sets
turning on different strengths of synthetic magnetic fields are shown. All of the clouds
take a few ms to reach an equilibrium tilt angle.
It is also possible to perform this ramp of the synthetic magnetic field very quickly,
in which case a scissors mode is excited within the BEC. This is equivalent to applying
a spatially-dependent electric field to the BEC, with one side of the BEC experiencing
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a force up and the other side being pushed down. If the applied torque is large enough
the BEC will completely turn over within the trap.
To further quantify the effect of the ‘tilting’ we must also consider the aspect ratio
of the BEC. As the synthetic magnetic field is increased it will stretch the BEC to fill
the broader span of the vector potentials over the finite size of the BEC. To combine
both the tilting and the aspect ratio we can define a shear coefficient related to the
equation for a rotated ellipse:





Syz = (Ra:b − 1/Ra:b) sin(2θ)
The very recent paper by Lindsey LeBlanc et al. [116] describes many technical
details of shearing BECs from synthetic magnetic fields. They show that the the
critical synthetic magnetic field strength (in terms of the cyclotron frequency of the
synthetic field, ΩcrC = B/m) for shearing after vortex formation depends on the density
of the BEC and the trapping frequencies.
To calculate this critical cyclotron frequency ΩcrC = (5~/mR2⊥) ln(R⊥/ξ) for our
experiment we need the healing length ξ = ~√
2mµ
∼ 0.2µm which depends on the
chemical potential, µ = nc(4π~2σ/m) ≈ 1×10−30J and the mean transverse Thomas-




y) ≈ 5µm). An estimate using parameters in our
experiment gives Bcreff ≈ 4Gauss∗.
Figure 8.4 shows that below the critical cyclotron frequency we only observe small
shearing in the BEC, but as we get closer to ΩcrC we observe very large shearing of the
BEC. Although the transition from ‘no shear’ to shearing is relatively sharp, there are
many uncertainties compounded into the critical value and the cyclotron frequency it-
self. Only further measurements could more precisely compare the shearing transition
with the critical value.
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Figure 8.4.: Shear coefficient Syz measured as a function of ΩC . Shear coefficients are
calculated using equilibrium tilt angle in previous figure 8.3 and the aspect ratio of
the cloud.
8.2 Spin Dependent Magnetic Fields
Spin dependent magnetic fields have been generated by creating spatially depen-
dent spin vector potentials and have been used to observe a spin Hall effect [63].
They can only be generated through gradients in the Raman coupling strength via
gradients in the Raman laser power.
To measure the synthetic spin dependent magnetic fields we will use a similar
procedure as the spinless magnetic fields. However, instead of varying the external
magnetic field gradient, in this case we will vary the position of the BEC wrt the
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Figure 8.5.: Setup for Spin Dependent Magnetic Fields a The BEC can be
placed near the edge of the Raman beams by changing the deflection angle of one of
the FORT crossing beams. b The location of the Raman beams wrt to the FORT
beams is already determined by the procedure outlined in earlier chapters. c If the
Raman coupling is measured at various positions through the Raman beams the
Raman coupling will be strongest at the center of the beams and weaker at the edges.
d The varying Raman coupling strength vs. position causes the band structure to
vary as well. This causes the vector potentials of each spin to vary with position too,
creating spin dependent magnetic fields.
we can control the position of the BEC by varying the deflection angle of one of the
FORT beams confining the BEC.
This also allows us two methods to predict the strength of the synthetic magnetic
fields. First we can obtain profiles of the Raman lasers as outlined in Fig.3.7 (and
shown in Fig.8.5b) and use them to calculate the gradients in the Raman laser in-
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Figure 8.6.: a, TOF image of atoms sheared from spatially-spin-and-time-dependent
vector potentials after turning off spatially dependent Raman coupling. Taken by
Chuan-Hsun Li et al. b, Shear angle measured as a function of the position within
the Raman beams. Dots represent experimental measurements and lines are the
theoretical spin dependent synthetic magnetic fields.
tensity vs. position, which via the dressed bands are nonlinearly proportional to the
synthetic magnetic fields. Secondly, we can directly measure the Raman Rabi cou-
pling strength as a function of position, Fig.8.5c. With Ω(~r), we can exactly calculate
bandstructure (Fig.8.5d) and the gradient in the spin-dependent vector potentials
creating the synthetic spin-dependent magnetic fields.
Figure 8.6a shows how under an applied spin-dependent synthetic magnetic field
the two dressed spins tilt and shear in opposite directions. The TOF image shows that
both of the bare components in each dressed spin have the same tilt and shear. The
angle of the tilt is shown relative to the dominant spin of each. If the BEC is moved
relative to the Raman laser beams, the strength of the synthetic spin-dependent
magnetic field changes. Figure. 8.6b shows the various tilt angles measured as a
function of position plotted with the theoretical synthetic spin-dependent magnetic
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field strength calculated from the measured spatial variation of the Raman coupling
strength. If you look carefully you can see that the predicted synthetic magnetic fields
for each spin are not exactly equal. This is because the small quadratic Zeeman shift
introduces a lightshift to the mF = 0 state with weakens its synthetic magnetic field
relative to the synthetic magnetic field felt by the mF = −1 state.
APPENDICES
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I hope that this thesis has presented the exciting field of synthetic gauge fields
from an experimental perspective with enough TOF images of atoms to help give
you an intuition for how the atoms will behave. However, best way to under-
stand the dynamics is to watch animations of the atom dynamics. I plan to host
the animation files in multiple locations to make them easier to find without di-
rect reference in this thesis. Most likely our research group website at Purdue
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Figure A.1.: Rayleigh superradiance. A pulse of a linearly polarized strong laser
beam on an elongated BEC scatters atoms in polarization dependent directions. If
atoms are scattered along the elongated direction of the BEC they can bosonically
stimulate other atoms to scatter in that direction creating Rayleigh superradiance.
Another example of momenta transfer from light-BEC interaction uses a sim-
ilar setup to optical lattices but with only a single strong laser beam (either the
‘up’ or ‘down’ laser of the optical lattice). The laser coherently scatters atoms in
the BEC through feedback and bosonic stimulation of the atoms in the BEC itself.
This can happen when BEC atoms absorb photons from the single pump laser and
eventually spontaneously emit photons. Photons emitted along the elongated BEC
direction have an increased probability of stimulating the emission of coherent pho-
tons along the same path. This feedback effect through the BEC itself allows transfer
of momentum to the atoms in directions other than the pump laser. This Rayleigh
SuperRadiance [117], shown in Figure A.1, is polarization dependent because the
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emission of the spontaneously emitted photons is polarization dependent. Momen-
tum transfers of ∆p = (±~krey ± ~krez) perpendicular to the incident pump laser
beam are strongest when the polarization is oriented with the elongated BEC direc-
tion (E ‖ ez). This diffraction pattern obeys the same kinetic energy detuning as the
Bragg/Kapitza Dirac scattering but in a basis with these additional perpindicular
momentum states.
A.2 F=2 Manifold
We also carried out a few Raman coupling experiments within the F=2 manifold.
For instance we were able to see a six photon resonance from the |F = 2,mF = −2, k = 0〉
state to the |F = 2,mF = 1, k = +6kr〉 state , Figure A.2. The resonance occurs at





, and the full detuning between the mF = −2 and mF = 1





. It should be pointed out that the exact resonance
depends on the quadratic shifts between all of the Raman transitions, which are op-
posite in direction (from the opposite Zeeman splitting of the F=2 states wrt F=1).
The bare bands for zero detuning are shown in Figure A.3. You can see that the
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An interesting phenomenon complicates these spin orbit Raman Rabi calibrations








































Figure A.2.: Multiple Photon Raman Coupling in F=2 a, Bandstruc-
ture for detuning δ = 12.5Er at resonance between |F = 2,mF = −2, k = 0〉 →
|F = 2,mF = 1, k = +6kr〉 both at q = 4kr. b, TOF image of population transfer
after pulse.




















Figure A.3.: Quadratic Shift in F=2
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Figure A.4.: Zitterbewegung a, Bandstructure showing four photon coupling
(Ω4R = 1.4Er) from initial |mF = 1, k = −2kr〉 state (green) to |mF = −1, k = 2kr〉
(red), both at q = 0kr within the crossing of the first and second excited bands. The
corresponding two photon Raman coupling strength is Ω = 6Er. b The ‘jittering’
oscillations of the quasimomentum and spin polarization P vs. pulse duration.
Rabi oscillations are momentum states which cause the BEC to move. For instance, if
you start with a pure mF = 0 BEC, set the detuning resonant to the (mF = +1,−2kr)
state (δ = −(4Er + ε/2)) and pulse on a weak Raman coupling (Ω < 1Er) the BEC
population will transfer to the (mF = +1,−2kr) state, but before they transfer back
the trap will have applied forces to them and they will have translated within the
optical trap. If the Raman coupling is weak (slow) enough with respect to the trap,
the trap will have enough time to slow them down, so that they are no longer in
resonance with the Raman beams. In this case their kinetic energy has effectively
been ‘detuned’ from recoil induced resonance (RIR). This can complicate Raman
coupling calibrations for low coupling strengths (Ω < 1Er) and should be avoided by
performing multiple calibrations with larger coupling.
This phenomenon is general to all population transfers between states with differ-
ent sloping dispersion relations (band structures) and is referred to as zitterbewegung
,which means ‘jittering motion’, from it’s historical roots in relativistic quantum me-
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chanics. Two cold atom experiments have measured zitterbewegung in SOC BECs
with similar setups [64,65].
One way to balance the jittering motion is to have equal and opposite momentum
for both coupled states. Any of the ‘bare’ state band structure crossings will work.
In our setup we can drop a pure mF = +1 BEC for a short time and allow it to
fall under gravity, accelerating downward along −ey into kinetic energy resonance
with either the first excited band crossing or the second excited band crossing for
δR = 0. If the Raman coupling is pulsed on at the second crossing with the mF = −1
band, the | − 1,−2kr > BEC transfers to the | + 1,+2kr > state and jitters as the
population transfers back and forth, Fig. A.4. We have also confirmed these excited
state oscillations are exactly the 4 photon Raman Coupling strength by comparing
to the calibrated 2 photon Raman coupling to the first excited band (Fig. 4.18).
A.4 Interaction induced oscillations
When we first setup our Raman beams we observed momentum oscillations in a
bandstructure where only one spin component should have had oscillations. Instead
we observed momentum oscillations of both spin components of the BEC which were
vertically out of phase with each other. Figure A.5 shows two examples of the observed
oscillations, with the out-of-phase ‘interaction zitter’ oscillations (shown in red), and
each individual spin momentum (mF = −1 in green, and mF = 0 in blue).
To observe these oscillations we started with a BEC of equal populations of the
two spin states mF = −1 and mF = 0. Then the Raman coupling was turned on
quickly to a weak coupling strength (Ω = 0.1Er) in 1ms. The first thing that we
observed is a common mode oscillation of boths spins caused by the spin-independent
dipole forces of the Raman beams (detuned by ∆ = 2nm from the D2 resonance,
far from the magic wavelength). The interesting thing occured when the detuning
is near a crossing of the bandstructure. For instance, the first case in Fig.A.5a is
at a detuning of δ = 3.5Er which is close to the resonant crossing of the bands at
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a δ = 3.5Er b δ = 20Er
Figure A.5.: Zitterbewegung actuated Spin Oscillations Oscillations of the
mF = 0 state along ez are excited via zitterbewegung, which then excite oscillations
within the mF = −1 state through interactions. The common mode oscillations along
ez which are excited by the common (spin independent) dipole force from the Raman
beams turning on (Ω = 0.1Er) are shown in black and the opposite out-of-phase os-
cillations of the spins along ey from zitterbewegung and spin interactions are shown
in purple. a, Near resonance (δ ∼ 3.5Er) both spins have out of phase oscillations
but off resonance (δ ∼ 20Er, b) they only have common mode oscillations.
δ = 4.5Er. It shows that the both spins oscillate in the direction of the SOC (ey)
out-of-phase with each other. The band structure for this case is shown in Figure
A.6.
The second case (Fig.A.5b) shows the ‘off-resonant’ effect at δ = 20Er. Neither
spin oscillates in the SOC direction ey, there are only oscillations in the perpendic-
ular direction (ez) initiated from the turn on of the Raman beams and their spin
independent dipole forces on the atoms.
One way to interpret this is that we observed an spin interaction induced spin















Figure A.6.: Zitterbewegung near resonance bandstructure
oscillations of the spin near the band crossing, which then ‘pushes’ the other spin out
of the way because of the increased the repulsive interactions between the spins from
the Raman coupling. It has been shown that SOC actually causes the two spins to
become immiscible at Ω = 0.2Er [56].
Figure A.7 further shows the dependence of the vertical oscillation amplitude on
the detuning. We see that as we get closer to the resonant crossing of the two bare
spin bands the effect increases.
I was actually able to model the oscillations by integrating the momentum of an
atom as it oscillated between the opposite group velocity of the bands to reproduce
the oscillation amplitude fairly well (shown in blue in Fig.A.7). The equations of





ẏ =vy − 2~kr c↓
v̇y =− ω2yy
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Figure A.7.: Interaction Zitter. vs. detuning
A.5 Spin-momentum locking and intra/inter band transport
Another demonstration of the spin-momentum coupling is the locking of spin and
momentum within the lowest dressed band. If atoms start at rest and polarized in
the mF = +1 state and are then dropped by releasing the FORT they fall under
gravity. Since the Raman beams couple the momentum along ey (the same direction
as gravity) the atoms follow the lowest dressed band of the Raman coupling. This
means that as they accelerate to negative velocities their spin composition changes
and follows the eigenstate composition of the lowest band for each quasimomentum.
Figure A.8a shows the band structure for a case with relatively strong Raman
coupling Ω = 4.2Er and large detuning δ = −3Er (which initially polarizes the BEC)
and the resulting spin and momentum composition Fig.A.8b during various times of
freefall within the dressed bands. It is important to point out that excitations to
the upper band are possible and the probability of excitation depends on both the
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Figure A.8.: Spin Momentum Locking during freefall Ω = 4.2Er, δ = −3Er
size of the gap (Ω) and also on the acceleration through the gap. These excitations
are referred to as Landau-Zener and a systematic study of tunneling between dressed
bands was performed by my labmate Abe [85].
Another important feature to point out is the second set of mF = +1 spins falling
at tfall = 1ms starting back at p = 0. This is similar to Bloch oscillations and are
only possible when some ‘leak’ of laser light creates an optical lattice for the atoms.
This can happen if the Raman beams are not well separated before being fibered to
the science cell, allowing light of the same color to strike the atoms from the top and
the bottom, creating a small optical standing wave (optical lattice). The presence of
this ‘leak’ should also be evident in any Raman Rabi oscillations as well. In this case
it was included intentionally to highlight the effect. Other cases with no such leak
only showed the spin-momentum locking of pure Raman spin-momentum coupling.
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B. Calculations
As noted in the Chapter on Spin Transport, Chunlei Qu, helped me reproduce these
derivations of the dressed spin-spin interactions [56].
B.1 Dressed Spin Interaction Derivation
B.1.1 Dressed States
For Ω Ωc = 4Er and δ = 0, the position of the local minima of the lower band















At the minima, the eigenvalue is Emin = − Ω
2
16Er
. The eigenvectors at qmin, are just






















If we denote ε = Ω
8Er
 1, then
| ↓′〉 = | ↓〉 − ε| ↑〉
| ↑′〉 = | ↑〉 − ε| ↓〉 (B.3)
From which, we can solve for the bare spin states in term of the dressed states
| ↓〉 = | ↓′〉+ ε| ↑′〉
| ↑〉 = | ↑′〉+ ε| ↓′〉 (B.4)
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B.1.2 Interactions between dressed spin states
Remember that the above equations are calculated in momentum space, since the
interaction energy is usually expressed in real space, so we need to express the bare
spin states in terms of dressed states in real space
ψ↓ = ψ↓′ + εe
−2ikrxψ↑′
ψ↑ = ψ↑′ + εe
2ikrxψ↓′ (B.5)










)g↓↓|ψ↓|2 + g↓↑|ψ↑|2 0

























where we have used the fact that g↑↓ = g↓↑ and the notations ρ↓ = |ψ↓|2, ρ↑ = |ψ↑|2.
From Eq. B.5, we obtain the bare spin states density
ρ↓ = |ψ↓|2 = |ψ↓′ + εe−2ikrxψ↑′|2






ρ↑ = |ψ↑|2 = |ψ↑′ + εe2ikrxψ↓′ |2




























)g↓′↓′|ψ↓′|2 + g↑′↓′ |ψ↑′ |2 0





g↓′↓′ = g↓↓ + 2ε
2g↑↓
g↑′↓′ = g↓′↑′ = g↑↓ + 2ε
2(g↑↑ + g↓↓ + g↑↓)
g↑′↑′ = g↑↑ + 2ε
2g↑↓ (B.8)
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B.2 Miscible to Immiscible Phase Transition
To get the condition for miscible to immiscible phase transition, the interaction































(ρ2↓′ − ρ2↑′) +
[





Since c2 < 0, c0 > 0 and |c2|  c0, thus system is in miscible phase for Ω = 0 (which
implies ε = 0); The Raman dressing drives the system to immiscible phase when
c2 + 4(2c0 + c2)ε
2 = 0 (B.9)








Figure C.1.: Electronic schematic of repump locking circuit
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Figure C.2.: Electronic Chip Layout of repump locking circuit
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Figure C.3.: Picture of Optical Layout of Repump Saturated Absorption
Spectroscopy Repump laser (red beam) is sent through a double pass AOM and
then to MOTs but some power is diverted for saturated absorption spectroscopy. Two
beams go through the 87Rb glass cell after being picked off by a glass window. One
beam (yellow) is saturated by the counterpropogating transmitted laser beam (red)
but the other laser beam is not (purple). The two beams strike different photodiodes
and the difference of these signals is then mixed by the repump locking circuit to
provide feedback to the repump laser PZT.
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D. Matlab Code




function [ VectorMin , EnergyMin ] =
RamanEigenValueBands3State(Omega ,detuning)
%% Purpose




c = 2.9979*10^8; %speed of light
lambdaRes = 780.241*10^ -9; %wavelength in meters
lambda = 782*10^ -9; %wavelength in meters
amu = 1.66*10^ -27; %kg
mrb = 86.91* amu; %kg




E_r = (k_r ^2*2*pi())/(2* mrb*hbar); %Recoil Energy Hz
*)
quad = 0.95; %in Er
%% Plot formatting constants
Estart =-6; %y axis lower limit
Eend =10; %y axis upper limit
yoffset =0;
kstart = -4.4; %x axis lower limit
kend =4.4; %x axis upper limit
res =500; % resolution of eigenvalue calculation vs.
quasimomentum
dim =3; % Dimension of Hamiltonian
%Formating
lsize =2; %Line size
msize =50; %Marker size











rotMat =[1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0];
% Loop through quasimomenta
for k=kstart :(kend -kstart)/res:kend
j=j+1;
%Dressed Hamiltonian
mat =[(k+2).^2-d Omega/2 0
Omega/2 k.^2-quad/2 Omega/2

















mat=[ (k+2).^2-d 0 0
0 k.^2-quad/2 0
0 0 (k-2) .^2+d];
% mat=[(k+1).^2-d/2 0
% 0 (k-1) .^2+d/2];
bareband(j,:)=eig(mat);
end
%% Find minima(um) in band structure









%% Plot Band Structure
if showPlots
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set(5,'Name','Raman Coupled Band Structure ','Position '
,[100, 100, 800 ,700])
hold on;
% line ([0,0],[kstart ,kend],'LineWidth ',lsize ,'
LineStyle ','-','Color ','grey ');
% line([Estart ,Eend],[0,0],'LineWidth ',lsize ,'
LineStyle ','-','Color ','grey ');
plot(klist ,band ,'.r','Markersize ',msize /2)
hold on;
% Plot eigenvalues with eigenvector represented by the
marker edge
% color in variable state1 etc
for mi=1: numel(klist)/3
plot(klist(mi ,1),band(mi ,1),'.','Markersize ',msize
/2,'MarkerEdgeColor ',state1(mi ,:))
plot(klist(mi ,2),band(mi ,2),'.','Markersize ',msize
/2,'MarkerEdgeColor ',state2(mi ,:))
plot(klist(mi ,3),band(mi ,3),'.','Markersize ',msize
/2,'MarkerEdgeColor ',state3(mi ,:))
end
%Plot the bare band structure too
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plot(klist ,bareband ,'--','Color ',grey ,'LineWidth ',
lsize /4)
plot(klist(locs (1)),band(locs (1)),'.','MarkerSize ',
msize *1.7,'MarkerEdgeColor ','black ')
%Plot large markers at the location(s) of the band
minimum
plot(klist(locs (1)),band(locs (1)),'.','MarkerSize ',
msize *1.5,'MarkerEdgeColor ',state1(locs (1) ,:))
if numel(locs) >1
plot(klist(locs (2)),band(locs (2)),'.','MarkerSize '
,msize *1.7,'MarkerEdgeColor ','black ')
plot(klist(locs (2)),band(locs (2)),'.','MarkerSize '
,msize *1.5,'MarkerEdgeColor ',state1(locs (2) ,:))
end




xlim([kstart -0.1, kend +0.1]);






'Fontsize ',fsize *1.2,'Fontname ','Times New Roman ')
;
set(gca ,'fontsize ',fsize ,'LineWidth ',lsize ,'Fontname ',
'Times New Roman ');
set(gca ,'XTick ' ,[-4:2:4],'XTickLabel ' ,[-4:2:4],'YTick '
,[ -10:2:10])
set(gca ,'position ' ,[.2 .2 .6 .6],'DataAspectRatio '
,[1 2 1])
box on;
xlabel('$q$ [$k_r$]','FontSize ',fsize ,...
'Color ','black ','Interpreter ','latex ','Position '
,[-0 Estart -1])
ylabel('Energy [E_r]','FontSize ',fsize ,'Color ','black '
);










% Calculate the Rabi oscillations of three states given
the Raman coupling
% strength (Omega), the detuning (detuning) and the
initial condition (y0)
%% Define constants
% E_r is the recoil energy
% E_r = (k_r ^2*2*pi())/(2* mrb*hbar);
% can be calculated from the wavelength lambda
% k_r = hbar/lambda;
Er =3764*2* pi(); % Angular frequency
%Convert the detuning from units of Er to Hz
detuning=detuning*Er;
% Setup initial condition of the Diff Eq.
y0=[0 1 0]
%How long should we integrate
tspan = [0 2*pi()*10/( Omega*Er)];
%Solve DE using funtion f1 defined later
[t,y]= ode45(@f1 ,tspan , y0);
y=abs(y);
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set(gca ,'fontsize ' ,20);
%% Optical Bloch equations for Raman Spin and Momentum
Coupled states
function yd=f1(t,y)
% Each state is detuned by 4Er from 2kr recoil and
half of quadratic
% shift (epsilon /2=0.5 Er)
d1= -4.5*Er;
d2=4.5*Er;



















mub =1.399624604 E6; %Hz/G
amu =1.66e-27%kg

















%Bg =4.9857 %3.5 MHz +1 to 0 res





























'Fontname ','Times New Roman ');















title(['Zeeman Spliting -Linear Split'],...
'Fontsize ',fontsize ,...
'Fontname ','Times New Roman ');






























D.4 TOF image analysis
Download PlotTOFImage.m
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% Plot Gif and Images
% by Robert Niffenegger
% Takes a folder of raw csv files from ccd of MOT
% and saves images of each named after the original file
% as well as creates a movie of the images





















%% Local directory to set as default
remote='C:\Users\QMD -Bob\Documents\MATLAB\RemoteData ';
%% Which Folder are we in?
folder=cd;
folderboolean =( folder =='\');
fname=folder(find(folderboolean ,1,'last')+1: size(folder ,2)
);
%foldername=folder (2: find(folderboolean ,1,'last '));
%folderdateindex=folder (1: find(folderboolean ,4,'first '));
folderdate=folder (3: find(folderboolean ,1,'last'));
if isremote




%% Load separate data file with parameters like
% Atom Number , time values , etc.




for i=30: size((para.data) ,2)
stats(i)=std(para.data (1: size((para.data) ,1),i));
end













Z = imresize(Z, rescale);
picsize=size(Z);










test = para.data(i,index (1));
while (i<size(D,1) -4)




























ImgAvg = medfilt2(ImgAvg ,[fsize fsize ]);
end
%myfilter = fspecial('gaussian ',[fsize fsize], 0.5);
%ImgAvg = imfilter(ImgAvg , myfilter , 'replicate ');




ImgAvg=ImgAvg(picsize/2-ywin+yoff:picsize /2+ ywin+yoff ,










%% Setup separate color for each spin state
n1Img=ImgAvg;








zImg (:,1: round(isize /3) +1)=zeros(isize ,isize -2* round(
isize /3));
zImg (:,2* round(isize /3) +1: isize)=zeros(isize ,isize -2*
round(isize /3));





p1Img (: ,1:2* round(isize /3)+1)=zeros(isize ,isize -round(
isize /3));






%% input parameter used as index i for set (e.g. time)
param=para.data(i,index);
%% Create title for plot
% title(['\ Omega_R = ', num2str(Omega ,2) ,' E_R '],...
% 'Fontsize ',fontsize ,...
% 'Fontname ','Times New Roman ');
% title(['time=',num2str(param /10, '%3.1f'),' ms '],...
% 'Fontsize ',fontsize ,...








set(gca ,'YTick ',ywin -2* kscale/pixToMicron :2* kscale/
pixToMicron:ywin +2* kscale/pixToMicron)
set(gca ,'YTickLabel ',{'+2','0','-2'})
set(gca ,'XTick ',(xwin -SGS+xoffset):SGS:(xwin+SGS+
xoffset))
set(gca ,'XTickLabel ',{'-1','0','+1'})
set(gca ,'fontsize ',fontsize ,'Fontname ','Times New
Roman ','LineWidth ',lsize)
xlabel('spin [m_F]','FontSize ',fontsize);
ylabel('momentum [k_r]','FontSize ',fontsize ,'Fontname '
,'Times New Roman ');
%% Save plot as png and pdf file using external
function `export_fig '
saveas(1, [foldername ,fname ,D(j).name ,'color.png'])
export_fig ([foldername ,fname ,D(j).name ,'colorpdf.pdf'
], '-painters ', '-r300', '-q101');








[imind ,cm] = rgb2ind(f.cdata ,256,'nodither ');
if j == 1;
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